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Directory of Local Unions 
J. 
LOCAL U m o r OFFICE ADDRESS 
1. New \ ; C oak Operators 857 Broadway, New York City 
2. Phi laò ¡Sia Cloakmakers 244 S. 8th St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
3. New Y -"- ï ece Tailors 9 W. 21st St., New York City 
4. Baltiir.' CI- akmakers 1023 E . Baltimore St., Baltimore, Md. 
û. New j y embroiderers 144 Bergcnline Ave-, Union Hill, X. J. 
6. New 'Y< ' E- ibroidefers 133 2nd Ave., New York City 
7. Bostor . 'in« fti Makers .18 • Causeway St., Boston, Mass 
8. San Fr. . c i sc /Lad ies ' Garment Workers 352—19th Ave 
9. New \'J; ' C a k and Suit Tailors .' 228 Second Ave., New York City 
10. New Y A lalgamated Ladies' Garment Cutters 7 W. 21st St.. New York Citv 
11. Brown- e, ' Ï. Y., Ctoakmakcrr 1701 Pitkin Ave.. 'Brooklyn. N. Y 
12. Boston :>ak ?rcsscrs '.. 211 Trcinont St., Boston. Mass 
IH. Montre**" Cat ida, Cloakmakers 37 Prince Arthur, E. Montreal, Canada 
14. Toronto^ an? la. Cloakmakers. > 191 Spadìna Ave.. Toronto. Canada 
15. Philadcl ' ia " .'aistmakcrs 40 N. 9th S t . Philadelphia. Pa 
lfi. St. Loui< Tío; ; Cutters. Fraternal Building, St. Louis. Mo 
17-. New Y : Re fcrmakers ' . . . . . 117 Second Ave., New York City 
18. Chicagc h ; oak and Suit Prcssers ? . - . ,...181B«W. Division St.. Chicago. Ill 
19. Montre; Car da. Cloak Cutters 1178 Cadieux. Montreal. Canadn 
20. New Yo W J :crproof Garment Workers . 20 E. 13th St., New York City 
21. Newark; ç . J. Cloak and Suitmakers 103 Montgomery St.. Newark. X. J 
38. Now H¡ f i Ci in.. Ladies' Garment Workers 83 Hollock St., New Haven. Conn 
23. New Yoj Shr tmakers 231 E. Mlh St.. New York City 
- Í . Boston V t a i d Dressmakers' Union 241 Tremont St.. Boston. Mass 
U5. Xew Yci Wa St and Dressmakers 16 W. 21st St.. New York Citv 
26. Cleveland ad) s' Garment Workers 314 Superior Ave.. Cleveland. Ohio 
27. Clevclamg kir Makers. 314 Superior Ave.. Cleveland. Ohio 
28. Seattle, $ sh.. Ladies' Garment Workers 153—15th Ave.. Seattle. Wash. 
29. Cleveland tloa Finishers' Union 314 Superior Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 
30. Cincinna*, -ad- :s' Garment Cutters 411 Elm S t , Cincinnati. Ohio 
82. Winnipeg! adi ' s' Garment Workers Labor Temple. Winnipeg, Man 
33. Bridgcpci: Cor et Workers 414 Warner Building. Bridgeport. Conn 
34. Bridgepor ZOT ;t Cutters. . 414 Warner Building, Bridgeport. Conn. 
35. New Yoi i 3re * r s 228 Second Ave.. New York City 
36. Boston L es' Tailors '.. .241 Tremont St.. Boston. Mas**. 
37. Cleveland oak Pressers' Union .314 Superior Ave.. Cleveland. Ohio 
39. New Hav Corset Cutters 12 Parmelee Ave.. New Haven. Conn 
(CONTINUED ON INSIDE BACK COVER) 
y Named shoes are frequently made in Non-Union 
——*^f$ * Î J j ^ - - factories 
>P*eLïïïïpDO NOT BUY ANY SHOE 
no matter what its name, unless it bears a plain 
and readable impression of this UNION STAMP 
TAVP 
and read 
All shoes without the UNION 
STAMP are always Non-Union 
Do not cept any excuse for absence of the UNION STAMP 
BOOT; AND SHOE WORKERS' UNION 
2 4 6 Summer Street, Boston, Mass. 
JOHN F. ' Wftt, Pre*. CHAS. I. BAINE, Sec'y-Trtas. 
iXZiHiHicJarajgiHrarajafBiHiEra^^ 
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. Editorial by Benj. Schlesinger 
\ ¡WEEK WORK | 
Our General Executive Board at its recent sessions in Boston, decided 
to start an agitation for week work in all branches oí our trades where the 
system of piece work is now in operation. The conviction that week work 
will bring us many advantages; that it will do away with some of the serious 
evils in our trades, has long since prevailed among the intelligent rank and 
file. Among the leaders of our unions there is no difference of opinion on 
the point. Let us indicate some of the advantages that we may expect from 
a change in the system of work. 
1. Week work would abolish the haggling over work prices and all the 
troubles resulting from the method. It is needless to dwell on this at length. 
Every worker knows quite well what hardship and inconvenience are caused 
by the continual wrangling with the employers over piece prices; how diffi-
cult it is to get the proper price committees; how hard it is to avoid the 
underhand methods of tricky employers to deceive and get the better of the 
committees, and what bad blood is thereby created between the employers 
and workers, resulting in discharges and even frequent strikes. All this 
would disappear with the abolition of the system. 
2. To a certain extent week work would mitigate the evil of sub-manu-
facturing. Now, while every shop is adjusting its own piece prices, it is im-
possible to prevent some shops doing the same work at lower wages. People 
vary in temperament and will-power. In one shop where the price committee 
is firm, courageous, composed of persons with strong character, it succeeds 
in gaining good wages. In another shop where the committee is weak and 
indifferent it consents to lower wages. Were the union ever so watchful it 
could not prevent it. When a question is left for determination to a large 
number of individual people each one will form a different decision, and in 
absence of uniformity of action the present system leads to competition 
among the workers. But under week work all this must disappear. The 
union will then have the sole task of enforcing the weekly scale in all shops 
alike, in small ones as well as in large ones, in sub-factories as well as in .in-
side factories, and it will, beyond a doubt, succeed in maintaining this con-
9 
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trol ovci . t i e shops. Then it will not take long to eradicate the competi 
tion bet\. : i he" workers of the various shops. 
4$. V xk work would lighten the burden of our members. Under the 
piece wo* :;y tern they hurry and scurry until their strength is overtaxed 
The idea . ;.t to secure larger earnings they must produce more garments, 
possesses '.MI'minds to'such an extent that they drive their machines with 
all the er ;;y Uft them. The week worker docs not exert this mysterious 
driving fc : ; ie works in accordance with his natural strength. We do not 
wish to i • '1y that under a system of week work all Jhe workers, the less 
skilled as ell as the high skilled, will earn equal wages, A weekly scale 
must be a / jni num scale, and the high-skilled worker will be paid above the 
scale. ThH i.s he case in all well-organized trades, where the scale is strictly 
enforced. he: e are in every shop a certain number of workers whose wa^cs 
are above ? s-ale, because they arc more efficient. It pays the employer tn 
pay more i ^ood worker, and he does this wiUingly. The good worker, 
therefore, : uic's to gain much and lose nothing by a system of week work 
4. In -ne week-work might prolong the seasons. This is bound t"> 
happen, be 'ast it will be impossible to get as much work done in short s< ;i 
sons as at (S.nt. We do not say that it would bring a revolution in the 
trade and T ic" • regular work throughout the year, instead of only at seasons 
We quite" • ! z • that an industry the volume of which is determined by tin-
style factor in* ot furnish steady work all the year round. But it would be 
a great gaii fà:< s if we succeeded in extending the seasons by two months— 
that,each * so i should start two weeks earlier and end two weeks later 
Two montli additional work in the year would.be of considerable benefit to 
our membei 
5. Laa '—-and I consider this as most important,—week work would 
afford us th :;oôsibility of fortifying our union, extending its influence, ren-
dering it po ;r ul, bringing its aims and purpose more deeply and widely 
than ever ii; the lives of our members and drawing them into its service 
with strong» n igne tic force. 
The pn. ¡itjt weekly dues are mostly applied towards controlling the 
shops, empie HE. a staff of business agents, maintaining offices and price ad-
justers, com P'-:ig shop strikes and adjusting disputes over prices. Why 
does the uñ:. a ed so many employees and officers? Why does the routine 
work of the iir Ï require so great an expense? Because of the complicated 
and delicate st- m of price adjustment, which causes no end of vexation. I 
have no dbul th; t two-thirds of the expense would be saved if we had week 
work throuc Ut the trade. 
If the u ' i ad an ample treasury the most urgent work, which for lack 
of funds is m w eing neglected, would be accomplished. In the first place 
the union wo c| je enabled to do more organizing work, by which it would 
be considerai t rengthened. In recent years our trade has extended to all 
parts of th'e i in ry. There are skirt and waist factories even in the South. 
Cloak shops r IOW to be found in many cities, large and small, all oyer 
the West, i' t jese new centers must be organized without delay. To 
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undertake this work money is required. Week work in our organized cities 
will afford us the necessary means. 
Secondly, the union must introduce benefit features. Our members 
should be paid sick benefit, out-of-work benefit and mortuary benefit. Every 
extensive union of American workers has such benefits for its members. This 
has a double effect: it is a direct boon to the members and it knits them to-
gether in a bond of faith and loyalty to the union. But the running expense* 
are now so heavy that it is not possible to think of introducing benefit fea-
tures without substantially increasing the dues. But when week work, which 
docs not necessitate a large running expense, will bring economy, it will 
enable us to introduce a system of benefit funds from the surplus left by the 
present dues payments. 
Our General Executive Board felt certain that the agitation for week 
work would be crowned with success. The Board hoped that by the next 
fall season the change would be carried out. Indeed, the agitation for week 
work would now have been in full blast if not for the obstacle thrown in our 
path by the expelled Local No. 1. Those irresponsible individuals who have 
caused us many troubles have also prevented us from proceeding with this 
most important work. 
The obstacle is, however, only temporary. We have no doubt that the 
cloak operators will shortly be with us again in" the union with which all 
their brothers arc affiliated. During the short time that the struggle has 
been going on the cloak operators had the opportunity to learn what kind 
of people are those who oppose us ; what disgraceful methods they are capable 
of in order to gain their personal ends. The operators will all come 
back to the camp of their sisters and brothers with whom they have suffered 
and sacrificed together to build up the union, and then we shall, with united 
forces, strive to bring about all the improvements our present program 
calls for. 
Cloak operators! Come and take your place as ever in the duly recog 
nized ranks, and shoulder to shoulder let us march forward. There is a good 
deal of earnest and important work to do for you; for your brothers, for the 
other locals, for the entire labor movement. Don't permit a clique to turn 
you into tools for furthering their ambitions, their grudges or their pockets. 
'* I <•»!> •!• •!• t j <i | 8' 'I •!' fl ft 'M* I <• H' j> j< ftY >•<"»•»» ft * fl 'H1 «M"t- ft <H< ft ft ft 'H'ftft 1' ft ft ft ft ft JI"! j 
| SUB-MANUFACTURING j 
The contracting and sub-manufacturing problem has been for some 
years occupying the attention of the Cloakmakers' Union and other unions 
in the ladies' garment industry. For years the problem has been discussed 
and propositions submitted for driving the contractors and sub-manufacturers 
out of the industry. It might be presumed that the problem is peculiar to 
our trades and that only in the ladies' garment industry are contractors and 
sub-manufacturers to be found. Such is, at any rate, the inpression produced 
by the so-called theoreticians in our ranks, and we believe that many of the 
rank and file in the shops believe that this evil is specially annoying them; 
that in other trades nothing like it exists, and, therefore, other unions have 
i 
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nothing n >j. gest in the way of a solution. This is a great mistake, and 
the quieta: lit masses of our people will recognize and admit their mistake, 
the better r t iem. 
Contr;. in and sub-manufacturing exist nearly in all industries, large 
and small. '.?, ose trades which are immune from their influence are ex-
ceptions. tb'T they are« industries in which contracting and sub-manufac-
turing are v:.ç/kally impossible, as mining, for example, or industries con 
trolled en iy by one big trust, as in the oil and steel industries. 
Turn I an.' trade we will and we shall find a well-developed and wide 
spread co: feting or sub-manufacturing system. Let us take as a case 
in point st tr uoughly-well organized trades as the building and the print-
ing trades c. "t find sub-manufacturers and contractors in all their depart-
ments. Me o the building construction companies.do not put up the build-
ings throus ;h :ir direct employees but through contractors. The construc-
tion comp.v t¿ <cs the order for the entire building and employs contractors 
for the brii ¡ivng, the painting, the plumbing, the carpentry. These con-
tractors do n. v ork on these jobs either directly through their own employees 
or they sub I: part of their contracts to other contractors. 
There ¡i la~gc printing establishments which give out work to numerous 
small printi s'iops—work which for various reasons—technical difficulties 
or purely bi ne: s considerations—Ihcy are unable to do themselves. Similar 
conditions t 5iir m the cigar trade and elsewhere. 
Yet we : not hear that in these unions there should be complaints about 
the contrae g system. Their members do not discuss its causes or seek 
to abolish it (t makes no difference to them whether their employer has an 
Irish name ¡ ! employes 500 work-people or has a foreign name and employs 
only five pe le. The International Typoghaphical Union, one of the most 
powerful un -\s :n the world, has never refused its label to a printer because 
he did not li ptn to employ a large number of people. 
The rer :* for this is that these unions have from the beginning pursued 
one aim—a 1 peal, practical and direct aim—to secure union conditions in all 
their factor w icther Jarge or small. Their position ever has been this : 
"We are not '. a'l interested in the business schemes of our employers. Let 
them introdv i any system they choose, or handle their business affairs in 
any way the iare. All we care for is that union conditions should prevail 
where any o :ur members are employed; that they should everywhere get 
the union rat ;f "'ages and work the number of hours required by the union." 
The Ini i at :onal Typographical Union applies the same rule to all the 
employers in s t~ade. An employer is the same whether he employs 500 or 
five people; i fe&er he makes all the work in his establishment or sendé part 
of it out to ¡5 er olaces. All that the union requires is that every employer, 
big or small Itali comply with its conditions. 
We do r wish to enter here into a discussion as to whether theoretically 
it would be : ter for the workers that the trades they work in should be in 
the hands on! of ' ig manufacturers, and small shops and sub-factories should 
not be perm: :d :o exist at all. Nor do we wish to discuss the question 
whether^t is ssi le for a union to drive the small shops and sub-factories out 
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of business. Practical experience seems to indicate that it is not greatly to 
the advantage of the workers when their trade is in the hands of large in-
dustrial concerns. It is often impossible to organize such a trade. In this 
respect the steel and oil industries furnish an example. Since a great many 
years efforts have been made to organize the workers of th;se industries and 
it is still far from being accomplished. The same is true of the workers in 
the tobacco industry employed in the factories owned by the tobacco trust, 
and of all other workers whose employers do not fear the competition of 
other manufacturers. 
And we are greatly in doubt as to the success of our union in abolishing 
sub-manufacturing. Our experience has proved this in the cloak trade. We 
have bent every effort, employed every means—agitation, negotiation, diplom-
acy and strikes—but without the least avail. The number of small manufac-
turers and sub-factories increases from year to year. 
There is only one way—the way which has proved practical and success-
ful in all other trades where the system prevails. This is, as already indicated 
above, to make no difference between large and small shops and deal with all 
alike—institute an efficient control, place them all under the strictest super-
vision of the union and enforce union standards, the same standards in all 
the shops. 
There is not the slightest doubt that we can do this, provided we set to 
work with united and concentrated effort. To place all the shops under our 
control all the workers in the shops must close up their ranks. 
Unfortunately we have in our union a group of people who want the or-
ganization to perform impossible stunts; to break through iron walls. This 
group consists of empty but noisy phrase-mongers. Our proposition of "or-
ganization and union control", is not revolutionary or radical enough for them. 
To carry out this proposition it is necessary to apply to the task energy and 
sustained thought. But as they are not capable of these qualities; as their 
sole ability lies in explosive phrases and in confusing the minds of the masses 
of our members, the only response coming from them whenever any prac-
tical plan is submitted is a shower of verbal abuse. The result is that 
the sub-faCtories do not diminish but rather increase in number. 
Bringing the shops under the full supervision of the union is like taking 
a fortress, and one cannot take a fortress by abuse and denunciation. 
To accomplish this task persistent and arduous work is necessary, but this 
does not suit our faddists and dreamers. They prefer the easier course of 
verbal brimstone to inflame the passions. p 
The sub-manufacturing problem in our industry should be handled in 
the same manner as all extensive American unions handle it in their indus-
tries. Then our union will meet with similar success. Our slogan should 
be : "AH shops are alike to the union; all shops must comply with union 
standards, regardless of their size or name." 
j 
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SPRi UTING COLUMNY ABOUT OUR UNION | 
The "Day " th' Yiddish daily paper that from its start has declared it as 
its aim to presi I /e rn impartial attitude on all political, industrial and national 
questions t o u c r i g he Jewish massçs—this "high principled" organ has taken 
upon itself the mholy duty of tearing asunder and breaking up the Cloak 
makers' Union vhi :h has been build up with so many sacrifices. Within the 
last year this pî *er has neglected no opportunity to instill the poison of strife 
into the ranks < ' th' cloakmakers and to widen the breach which unfortunate 
circumstances i ;ve opened in our union. 
The bannc - :>erT»:r of this crusade is Dr. Hourwich. But we do not now 
complain agairs hyii. Dr. Hourwich has a grudge against our union; and 
when he cheri I cs his feeling against anyone", it becomes an obsession to 
him, and he is r;acy with pen and tongue for ever to pursue the ohject of 
his hate. Whe "Jic ire of Dr. Hourwich is aroused his better judgment be 
comes so clout : as *o tender him incapable of distinguishing between black 
and white. If ~>. Hourwich was not so blinded by his old hostility to our 
union he wouk lov-- range himself on our side and help us to maintain the 
integrity and p ver of our union. We understand the attitude,of Dr. Hour 
wich and are s fry "or this trait of his nature. Wc likewise regret the un-
fortunate exper etici our union happened to have with him. 
Why do t publishers of the "Day" permit Carl Fornberg to use 
their columns a.- i r ean* of striking personal capital out of them? Is it pos-
sible that they ' áv not read the scandalous articles that that paper has 
recently publish H a out our union? 
But wha t .g r idg i has Cari Fornberg against our union? What do wc 
owe him? Wfa I re ations has he with our union or our union with him? 
Fornberg is no ive i familiar with the problems of our organization. . He 
has never been"-' t th' pain the study them. He has always stood miles apart 
from our In ter a Jo- al affairs. Yet he has eagerly seized the opportunity 
to blackmail ou -mi n and under the pseudonym "A Bisno" spread scandal 
and falsehood c ncen ing the officers of our organization. 
Carl Fornb rf, v one time had quite considerable pretensions to being 
a Socialist, but t « >e pretensions were not recognized in Socialist circles, and, 
therefore, he see n i have determined upon blackmailing everything having 
close relations v 1 i îe Socialist movement. Fornberg was once in the cm-
ploy of the Jewi r T lily Forward and was dismissed. Then he worked for 
the Chicago Jev s i .abor World and met with similar fate. So, it seems, 
he holds us acce u ta le for what he imagines as an "injustice" done him by 
other branches o "ic abor movement. 
We confess hat is a part of the labor movement we arc in accord with 
the action of the ' Fo ward" and that of the Jewish Labor World in sending 
Fornberg to his g'it about. We think, however, that it is quite unbecoming 
of this ink slinger t ) ; :tempt undermining a union of 60,000 members because 
he has not been p?im ted to climb up to the front position in the movement. 
It would be unbe;oir ng on his part even if he had been entitled to a front 
position, which he cer :ainly was not. 
On October 20, a neeting of shop chairmen was held at Beethoven Ha l l 
* 
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Mew York, with the object oí bringing about peace in the ranks of the cloak 
operators. Two of the resolutions adopted read as follows. 
That the executive board of the expelled Loca! No. i shall resign because of non-
compliance with the Internationa! constitution and refusal to abide by the orders 
of the International authorities. A new executive board shall be elected, which shall 
not alTiliatc with the Joint Board until the 'Local No 17 question has been settled. 
The question is: If the shop chairmen arc of the opinion that Local No. 1 
should not reunite with the Joint Board until the Local No. 1? question is 
settled, which practically means that Local No. 1 need not comply with the 
decision of the General Executive Board, then why do they demand the 
resignation of the old Executive Board of Local No. 1? 
The shop chairmen demand the resignation of the old Local No. 1 
Executive Board for the reason that they violated the International consti-
tution and refused to carry out the orders of its authoritative representatives. 
But why should not the shop chairmen themselves comply with the constitu-
tion and orders of tjie International? Is this right, brother shop chairmen? 
* • * 
We have no doubt that the shop chairmen are really anxious that peace 
shall prevail in our ranks. We know many of them personally and have 
great respect for their loyalty and devotion to the union. The trouble is. 
however, that they want to act in this unfortunate dispute like the dying 
woman who wished to confess her sins and summoned to her bedside both 
a Jewish rabbi and a Christian priest thinking that perhaps the Christians 
are right and perhaps Ihc Jews arc right. 
As the representatives of the union in the shops; as men who arc the 
supporting columns of our great and powerful union structure the shop 
chairmen are always expected to act in all affairs, in which the existence of 
the union is at stake, like men of conviction and not like old crones. 
Local No. 1 had certain claims, and the International decided to investi-
gate these claims, to give a hearing to all parties to the dispute, and settle 
the claims with fairness and in the best interest of our organization. But 
the International insisted that pending investigation and settlement Local 
No. 1 shall remain loyal to the organization and preserve its integrity. This 
the executive members of Local No. 1 refused to comply with. We have 
warned them and entreated them to act like honest union men. When, 
however, they treated our orders contemptously no other course was left 
us than revoking their charter. Had the International pursued any other 
course it would not have been worthy of the name. 
Election Day falls on Tuesday, November 6. We hope and expect that 
every citizen member of our great organization will do his duty and record 
his vote for the candidate of the Socialist Party, not only for our honored 
and beloved teacher and leader, Morris Hillquit; not only for our faithful 
and devoted brothers Elmer Rosenberg. Jacob Pankcn and William Karlin. 
who have assisted us in all our strikes and troubles, hut for every single can-
didate of the Socialist Party. Ab. Shiplacofï; Joseph Whitchorr, Alexander 
Cohn, Adolph Held, Kramer, Cassidy, Licverman and Samuel Orr are just 
as much entitled to your votes. They are all men of the working class, and, 
if elected they will represent no other interests than those of the working 
class. We hope and expect that our members will not forget to vote for the 
woman's suffrage amendment. 
If, for instance, someone should propose to you, fellow workers, to make 
your employers shop chairmen in your shops—what would your answer be? 
Precisely the same answer you should give when you are asked to vote for 
Tammany, Fusion or Republican candidates. All these three parties are the 
parties of your employers; and if you have sufficient reasons to prevent your 
' 
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cmployers rulin/.; o er you in the shops, how much more reason have you 
to prevent your em loyers ruling over your homes and families. 
John A. Dy:hc —the same John A. Dyche who, three and a half years, 
ago, had been - us' id from the office of International Secretaryship—two 
weeks ago, carni o* t in the American press with a charge against Morris 
Hillquit, that he ec r¡tes unheard-of fees as legal adviser oi our International 
Union. HillquU ir/ this year's campaign, is the candidate of the Socialist 
Party for city m;yo and has good prospects of being elected; and as "John" 
hates the Sociali ts not less than our union people hate him, consequently 
he came out wit! tl s odious, slanderous statement in the hope of diverting 
the vote of the \ o~' mg population of New York from the Socialist Party. 
In the sumn sr A 191G, when 50,000 cloakmakers had been locked out 
of the shops the ar e tactless individual, in the desire to get even with the 
International, niï e< to'print with a statement in the papers that the cloak-
makers are a "bu ¿b ' of syndicalists. His object a t that time was to impress 
the city that the ~ia mfacturers were right in their contentions and thereby 
prevent a favorat ? r ettlcmcnt for the cloakmakers. 
We then ref i r :d from replying to his senseless vapourings, and will 
not even now tak< ti| the space of our official organ with a refutation. Three 
years ago, when ^ ; < eprived him of his power for mischief, we surmised thai 
he would sling rr d at our union and its representatives when opportunity 
should offer. TI rt "ore we were not surprised at his present outbreak. 
Let him do his v> rs ; he cannot harm us. 
Monday, No :n Jer 12, the thirty-seventh annual convention of the 
American Federat ri of Labor will open in Buffalo, N. Y., and will continue 
in session for twe w eks. 
Our union is h- fourth largest International affiliated with the Amer-
ican Federation oi L; Dor. At this convention it will have 850 votes and will 
be represented by :x delegates; namely, President Schlesinger, Sara Shapiro, 
J. Heller, Morris Dc tch, Alfredo Laporta and Ab. Rosenberg. 
| **% 
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Several years ;g: when Dr. Hourwich was compelled to resign as chief 
clerk for the Cloa m. kcrs' Union he wrote an article in the Freie Arbeiter 
Stimme, in which 1 c characterized Bisno as "an army chaplain who can 
only roll his eyes :•. utter a prayer with wounded, dying soldiers." Some 
weeks ago Dr. He rv ïch improved on that characteristic of Bisno; he com-
pared him to a be . ev
 : r in a certain false messiah. 
The truth abc*' 5isno is that he is soft hearted, and when paid for it 
he is ready to pia; ;..: y desired part—the part of a false messiah, a wonder 
worker or even th. : f a god. Nature has given him a face which is cap-
able of contortions ?.'• i he assumes various disguises to suit every occasion. 
While going t • Ï -ess with this issue of the Ladies Garment Worker 
the fifth quarterly i c ting of our General Executive Board is being held io, 
Windsor Hotel, M<Tnt*~al, Canada. The committee appointed at the Boston 
meeting to investig :c conditions in the cloak and reefer shops of New York, 
with the object of <' isting a jurisdictional dispute will present its report 
and recommendatk "s *t this meeting. 
The investigai :n has been conducted by our Vice-Presidents Koldof-
sky and Schoolman m er the direction of Dr. Frank F. Rosenblatt. Brothers 
Sapin of Loc^l No ". Babitz of Local No. 9 and Heller of Local No. 17, 
have assisted the ©C'ir ittee in Its work. 
• 
OF THIS YEARS CAMPAIGN | 
By A. Rosebury 
It has never happened before that the capitalist press should pay so much 
attention to every bit of news coming from the progressive labor ranks. In 
the past every movement, aside from big strikes, was systematically ignored. 
especially a Socialist political campaign. This year, however, the situation 
is altogether different. 
The- Russian revolution has directed the attention of the entire world ti-
the great influence the Socialists in every country exercise over general poli-
tics, and all thos^'w'fao arc eager to put a spoke in the wheels of human prog 
ress—reactionary governments, the idle rich, the exploiters, political bosses, 
politicians and the press supporting them all—all these have suddenly opened 
their eyes to the growing power of the Socialist forces that threaten to wrest 
the political power from their hands and introduce a bettes and more equit 
able order-
Though, owing to the war, the Socialist forces are not at present united 
internationally, the war has not weakened them nationally. On the contrary, 
it is urging them forward with additional impetus. To-day, after nearly three 
and a half years of world war. Socialist ideas prove their logic and truth 
with greater force than ever before. 
What we see now in Europe and in America is a wide-spread awaken-
ing of the masses. The people arc becoming daily more convinced that the 
affairs of the world have been sadlv mismanaged. Everyone, young and old. 
is asking the puzzling question "\VIIY—why should we toil and moil and 
yet suffer? Why should the necessaries of life have reached famine prices in 
this rich country of ours? Why should speculators, food gamblers, trust 
companies and profiteers be permitted to buy up and conceal the food prod-
ucts, to produce which they have played no personal part, then raise the 
prices and get rich at the expense of the people and the country?" 
Questions such as these are asked in every household'. Ordinary, un-
educated people and even children ask in bewilderment why the world should 
have come to such a terrible pass. And Socialism furnishes the only true 
answer. This is, that the present social arrangement is unjust and onjy 
a social economy based on Socialist principles can bring justice and 
equality and peace and unity and happiness to a saddened, agonized world. 
This is the significance of this year's campaign. 
* * * 
Morris HiJIquit—-the leading candidate of the Socialist Party, the can-
didate for city mayor of New York, who is the counsellor and advocate of 
our union, the. leader of the Socialist forces of this country—is the right can-
didate in the right time. The working population of this city and a very large 
section of the intelligent business and professional people perceive that 
New York has never before had such a candidate for city mayor as Morris 
HiMquit. Thoughtful people can find in him all the qualities that an ideal 
candidate should possess. Hillquit is a great and well-known lawyer; he is 
gifted with a high intelligence; he plays an international role in the labor 
movement : he is a man of the people and a defender of the workers' rights. 
It should he borne in mind that what formerly had been called "world 
politics" has become during the war a question of labor politics. The great-
est worry and anxiety troubling *the minds of statesmen, governments and 
municipal rulers of the world at the present day is the worry and anxiety of 
SIGNIFICANCE 
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al laying the labi - u irest and providing the people with food: T h e y know 
tha t wi thou t the o< 1 will of labor the war could not long be continued and 
* tha t wi thou t prt çr regulat ion of the means of life there migh t be revolu-
tions. T h e ruler: ?f very coun t ty see this fact qui te plainly. T h e daily press 
is wa tch ing every Q\ ;nt connected with the demands of labor and with So-
cialist politics. 
,In Russia th 5c :ialists and workmen are the actual rulers. In England 
the organized w -ki s have a t r emendous influence and they are all per-
mea ted w i th S o c \ ip ideas. In o the r countries the Socialist leaven is work-
ing and producin lz reaching effects. Only this month the news came that 
four Socialists jo red the cabinet of Sweden. Governments have been com-
pelled t o take ov< - m ny industr ies , and by their action, have disposed of all 
the old conten tk ¡ ; Í i d a r g u m e n t s against the Socialist principle tha t the 
means of wealth : - c uction should become the proper ty of the na t ion and 
be conducted for - merit of the people. 
In America, ? :, ,/c have reached this s t a g e ; and a clear-headed, tactful 
Socialist and ma o: the people like Morris Hil lqui t , would be the fittest 
executive head, t Í -r ost competent man to supervise the affairs of such an 
industr ial city lik , MÍ V York. 
* * * 
Morr is Hil lqi ' v H be a people's mayor , the elected Socialist assembly-
men and other of -.-.a." will work for t h e people and their interest . 
And the sami o ï rs w h o will elect Morris Hil lquit as Mayor, and the 
o ther candidates < - ti c: Socialist t icket for their respective offices will also 
vote " y e s " for th« :o s t i tut ional amendment tha t a ims to give the women 
political r ights , c< ; i l i y and freedom. In our shops and unions we make 
no difference b e h t e r men and women, and the work ing people want no 
difference betwcçr hi n in the m a t t e r of political action. 
VOT* FOR WOMAN SUFFRAGE ! 
By Fannia M. Cohn 
On November 6th ' i: t tizens of New 
York will vote on the ( —si utional amend-
ment, providing for w ar s suffrage. " In 
plain language this inca lb t our and your 
fathers and brothers % : ' « called on to 
say what they think uf 'vr udayuui moth-
ers, sisters, wives and ?*.ig"'tcrs, and their 
answer will determine t c Question. 
Our brothers on Jed on Day will 
pronounce judgment ov :h< :ç sisters with 
whom they work side 1 $ic« in the shops, 
with whom they have oug-t together on 
the industrial fiejd, v :*i whom during 
strikes, in bleak winter ••'ea'her they have 
stayed together on th picket line from 
early morn till late at *h'. arrested, as-
saulted and insulted by the oolice who in 
time of strikes make no ."iff •ence between 
men and women. 
You, our brothers, v. '• b- called on to 
decide whether we are h :clli"«nt enough to 
participate in the politic J b " ' of the land, 
whether we can help y V 9 Ive economic 
and social problems whi< i or ss on women 
workers no less than or. l ib ' -ing men. 
If you make a differ n-.e between men 
and women politically, er r ' r : " . too, make 
a difference between the ) or the economic 
field. I t gives the empie t r : i opportunity 
to believe that woman i • ~? y inferior to 
man and thus must be satisfied with less pay 
for equal work. It enables him to cause 
competition between men and women ir the 
shops. 
But who benefits from this difference be-
ing made between men and women- the em-
ployers or the workers.' 
It is high time for our brothers to real-
ize that as workers it is in their interest to 
encourage the working women, in their 
struggle for political equality, as well as for 
economic equality. 
Workingmen refusing to give working 
women equal political rights arc in league 
Tvith the employers against their own sisters. 
Giving the wives and daughters of the 
workers the vote means giving them the 
weapon with which they will, sooner or 
later help them to overthrow the present 
unjust system. 
To argue for and against woman's suf-
frage seems to me a very ancient proceed-
ing. The argument that woman should not 
mix in politics is out of place at the pres-
ent time when women arc to be found in 
every field of human activity. 
Working women are eagerly waiting and 
watching for vour action, and a vote in the 
.affirmative will call forth a blessing from, 
millions of hearts on Election Day. 
; 
i i 
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The American Labor Movement in the Present Crisis 
* » • » » • By A . R 
•M-H-M-+ 
S O F T C O A L M I N E R S S E C U R E W A G E 
I N C R E A S E 
Towards the end of September the soft 
coal miners asked for an increase oí wages 
and threatened t o strike unless their request 
was granted. As the cost of living continues 
to soar higher and higher the miners" right 
to a further increase was indisputable, al 
though the previous contract has not ex-
pired. 
A coal strike at this time would embar-
rass the government and injure the mine 
operators ; it would likewise paralyze a 
number of industries. So the operators con-
sented to a conference with miners ' repre-
sentatives and early last month both sides 
agreed on the following increase in wages: 
An advance of io cents a ton for pick 
and machine mining as against the miners ' 
demand for 15 cents. For day labor, an 
advance of $1.40 a day instead of $1.90 asked 
for. For yardage and dead work, an in-
crease of 15 per cent, instead of 20 per 
cent. Trappers were raised 75 cents and 
other boys $1.00. 
T h e agreement is to be iti force until the 
end of the war, provided the war does not 
last longer than two years. Strikes or lock-
outs arc prohibited and neither side can 
break the agreement on the plea of changed 
conditions. 
President John P. White of the. United 
Mine Workers , commenting on the result 
of the conferences, said: 
With wages sufficiently at tractive to hold 
the men in their places at the mines and 
with an adequate car supply, operators and 
miners will endeavor to co-operate to in-
crease production to meet every need of the 
nation. T h e agreement reached will enable 
the men employed in and around the mines 
to cope with the present high cost of liv-
ing. 
T h e mine operators , however, claim that 
this wage increase will add 35 to so cents 
to the cost of production and made ¡t con-
ditional ort the government raising the 
prices of coal to keep their profits intact. 
G O V E R N M E N T I N V E S T I G A T I O N OF 
T H E S T R I K E S IN T H E C O P P E R 
R E G I O N S 
President Wilson appointed a commission 
to investigate the causes of the disgraceful 
occurrences in the Arizona copper regions 
at Bisbec and nearby hclds, where some 
months ago lawless armed gangs trans-
ported thousands of striking miners from 
the state and subjected them and their 
families to cruel suffering and indignity 
In western parts the followers of the In-
dustrial W'orkers of the World have been 
blamed for all conflicts between capital and 
labor. The daily press seizes upon this sen-
sational charge as if it were gospel truth, 
while the real truth is that strikes occur 
all over the country, East and West, in 
many trades controlled by the American 
Federation of Labor, and it is no secret 
that the main cause of th<sc strikes is the 
high cost of living and the grasping greed 
of factory owners. 
No doubt the commission will discover 
the truth and bring to light the fact that 
western employers a rc brutally callous to 
the condition of the impoverished workers. 
T h e psychology of these employers is that 
their profits must continue growing what 
ever the consequences to thfir employees 
or the publie. 
The commission consists of William B. 
Wilson, Secretary for Labor; E. P. Marsh, 
President Washington State Federation of 
Labor; John H. Walker, President Illinois 
State Federation of Labor; J. L. Spangler, 
retired coal operator, Pennsylvania; Verner 
Z. Reed, metal opera tor and rancher, Colo-
rado. 
The main duty of the commission is 
to help create a bet ter understanding be-
tween workers and owners through confer-
ence; to settle dispute» and "show the ac-
tive interest of the national government tn 
furthering arrangements just to both sides., 
not by formal process of public hearing*, 
but by get t ing in touch with workmen and 
employers by the more informal process of 
personal conversation.' ' 
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S T E E L M I L L W C $ < F * S O R G A N I Z E 
T h e International ÍVÜac inists ' Union in 
co-operation with t • c -ganizcrs of the 
American Federatior of .abor have been 
for some time engaj; ::' i a movement to 
organize the steel "^ ¡11 workers in and 
around Pit tsburgh. * 
Considerably more thai 100,000 workers 
are employed in ihe ' o c a steel mills, and 
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and battles with Pit 
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T H E SUCCESS O T K E C A R M E N ' S 
UN OH 
In his report to th ' n m i l convention of 
the Amalgamated As KÎa t i in of Street and 
Electric Railway Ei p l o y es of America, 
held recently, Preside 1: W Uiarn B. Mahon 
stated that in the las two years the union 
has organized a large num er of Street car 
employees of the United States and has won 
for ils members a total wage increase of 
$10,000,000 in Sums ranging from 5 to 40 
per cent. 
During the time of its existence the union 
and its locals paid in sick, old age and death 
benefits $2,443.554.67- T h e union is particu-
larly well organized in the New England 
States, where it has fifty-four locals and 23,-
000 members. The report stresses the 
point that ' ' to meet the situation caused by 
the increased cost of living every possible 
effort was made to increase the wages of 
the membership. '1 
B O Y C O T T A G A I N S T O P E N S H O P S IS 
L E G A L 
The State Court of Appeals at Albany, 
N. Y., has rendered a decision last month 
that the boycott against the open shop is 
legal. The case was one where union mem-
bers had refused to work on construction 
jobs alongside of non-union men and on 
materials made by non-union labor. T h e 
appellant employers contended that rules 
prohibiting union members to do such work 
constitute a boycott against the firms manu-
facturing such materials, injuring their 
business, and asked the court to declare the 
practice illegal and enjoin the defendant 
union accordingly. 
But Judge Emery A. Chase decided that 
¡t is not illegal for an association of em-
ployees to have 
Reasonable rules relating to persons for 
whom and conditions under which its mem-
bers shall work. . . . Such r.n association 
may determine that its members shall not 
work for specified employers of labor. . . . 
If the determination is reached in good 
faith, for the purpose of bettering the con-
dition of its members and not through 
malice or otherwise to injure an employer, 
the fact that such action may result in in-
cidental injury to the employer docs not 
constitute a justification for issuing an in-
junction against enforcing such action. 
- Workingmcn cannot be compelled to 
work to their own injury, simply to in-
crease the sale of an employer's material 
and his profit. 
C O M I N G C O N V E N T I O N O F T H E 
A M E R I C A N F E D E R A T I O N O F 
L A B O R 
On November 6th, 1917. the thirty-seventh 
convention of the American Federation of 
Labor will open at Buffalo, N. Y. Lively 
and interesting debates arc expected in 
view of the extraordinary state of affairs 
i 
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prevailing this year and of the at t i tude of 
Federation officials towards questions re-
lating to labor and the war. 
The convention call states that the con-
vention will concern itself with important 
subjects, and continues: 
Every effort must be rrtade to broaden the 
field and means for the organization of the 
yet unorganized workers to strive to bring 
about more effectually than ever a better 
day in the lives and homes of the toilers, to 
defend and maintain by every honorable 
means in our power the right to organize 
for our common defense and advancement, 
for the exercise of our normal and consti-
tutional activities to protect and promote 
the rights and interests of the workers ; and 
to assert at any risk the freedom of speech 
and of the press and the equal rights be-
fore the law of every worker with every 
other citizen; to aid our fcllow-workcrs 
against the effort to entangle the workers 
in the meshes of litigation before the court* 
in the several s tates; to arouse our fcllow-
workcrs and fellow-citizens to the danger 
which threatens to curb or take away their 
guaranteed rights and freedom; the tre-
mendous world conflict now being waged 
and into which our Republic was ruthlessly 
dragged; the maintenance of decent stand-
ards of life, work and home in war or in 
peace t imes; to help bring about an early 
yet desirable and permanent peace; how 
that peace can be secured with the estab-
lishment and maintenance of justice, free-
dom, and brotherhood the world over. 
These and other great questions of equal 
importance will, of necessity, occupy the at-
tention of the Buffalo Convention. 
The reference to the assertion of "free-
dom of speech and of the press and equal 
rights before the law," seems t o indicate 
that the Executive Council of the Federa-
tion is not so optimistic in regard to cur-
rent events; that they, too, arc regarding 
with apprehension the cloud of reaction 
spreading more and more over the hereto-
fore clear skies of America. 
Censorship of the press has been intro-
duced, and such publications as "the 
Masses, American Socialist, Milwaukee 
Reader and New York Volkzcitung have 
bc.cn deprived of the second class mail 
privilege. The New York Call and Jewish 
Daily Forward have been cited to show 
cause why they should not be similarly 
dealt with. All th is has raised the question 
in many minds: Whither, to what reac-
tionary swamps is our beloved America 
drifting? 
• * * 
It is expected in radical circles that Presi-
dent Samuel Gompcrs will be called on to 
explain A few points that are not quite clear 
in the organized labor ranks. One of these, 
no doubt, will be: W h y has President 
Gompers entered into a sort of truce with 
the worst enemies of organized labor, sug-
gesting the abolition of strikes during the 
war. without first ascertaining the will of 
the workers themselves? The spontaneous 
strike outbreaks throughout the country 
prove that the mass of the people ncvci 
agreed with this suggestion and would not 
have approved it. 
Secondly, why has President Gomper* 
permitted an attack on the organized Jew 
ish workers in the American Fedcrationist. 
although he himself is a staunch advocate 
of full freedom of thought and expressioo. 
and seeing, moreover, that these expres-
sions had no direct bearing on the trade 
union movement or the discipline of th<-
American Federation of Labor? The Fed 
eration, it is believed, has exceeded its au-
thority in this matter. Ko one question* 
that President Gompcrs is able and devote*' 
to the trade union movement, but why 
should he ever speak and act in the name 
of the American labor movement wìtho"f 
a definite manda te 1 
Thirdly, what was the aim of forming .« 
new organization—the American Alliance 
for Labor and Democracy—when th-
American Federation of Labor in conven 
tion assembled is sufficiently competent In 
voice the wishes and aspirations of the or 
ganized wage earners? If necessary, an 
extraordinary convention might have been 
called to deal with an extraordinary situa 
tion. 
The opinions of editor John P. Frey o» 
the International Moldcrs ' Journal and 1 di 
tor Paul Scharrenberg; of the Coast Sea 
men's Journal , arc very interesting ¡n thi« 
connection: Editor Prey says: 
No other group, except our own, is com 
pctent to speak for the trade union move 
ment at this time, and no trade unionist i-
competent to speak authoritat ivel- until th< 
trade union movement itself, through con 
ference and convention, has adopted an of 
ficial attitude. An examination of some o ' 
the hasty, undigested expressions of pol io 
which have been expressed by some loca' 
members of trade unions here and then 
throughout the country would lead a per 
son who was not better informed to believ 
that the trade union movement had "5 
varieties" of policy in connection with th 
present tremendous problems, which far 
both trade unionism and the country. Ther • 
must be unity of purpose and unity of ai 
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lion ií wc arc 'O su cced in making our 
movement the pi v e r .-Inch it should be in 
the present crisi? 
Upon this Fan Sch rrenberg comments : 
Now wc have just ¡ad another kind of 
conference ( the Amer t in Alliance for La-
bor and Democracy) Fanning to speak in 
the name of laho". l< was comp.oscd of at 
least 57 varieties of p rlor Socialists, pro-
hibitionists, t race-uni nis ts and o thers . 
True , it was calle : by 'cssrs . Gompcrs and 
Morrison, but no one who pretends to be 
fair would call it trul representat ive con-
ference of the Ai 'e r ica i trade-union move-
ment. If the cxc< utïvç officers of the A. F. 
of L. had been di i-ou of holding a really 
representat ive lab >r co fcrcncc to formally 
assure the Preside -t th; -. labor is loyal, they 
certainly had it i i th< r power so to do. 
Ins tead they stufi -d it ir meet ing with all 
shades and varie; es o highbrows. Then 
they talked and solu :d and declared in 
effect t ha t any ( o« * ho disagreed with 
them was ncccss rily ither a fool or a 
knave, most likely the ' tter. 
F O O D P R I C E KE 2P G O I N G U P 
T h e latest con -ïilati n of prices, an-
nounced to-day by ÎC U litcd States Bureau 
of Labor Statistics sho* s principal articles 
of food, as a who' . 6 ; : r cent, higher on 
August is , 1914, jv t af: r the outbreak of 
the war, than the; wc: : on that date in 
1913. T h e r e was ; dro; of 6 per c e n t in 
1915, but in 1916 pr: ÏS a< -ançcd 14 per c e n t 
and during this ye; - Mu y have jumped 31 
per cent. From J l ' y to August this year 
there was a 2 per cent, increase in the com-
bined price of the principa! articles of food. 
Flour prices in August >vcre two and one-
quar ter t imes what 'hey were in August . 
1913. T h e increase '. • s 130 per cent. Corn-
meal advanced almcst as nuch, with an in-
crease of 120 per c r . Pota toes advanced 
87 per cent. ; sugar. 77 p : r cent.; lard, 72 
per cent-, and pork. "rjps, 58 per cent. 
Dur ing the year ending August 15, onions 
were the only article to cccrcasc in price. 
Cornmcal doubled in p r i e ; flour advanced 
70 per cent. ; beans, 59 per c e n t , and other 
articles to a lesser decree. 
MILK DRIVERS S I C U R E VICTORY 
The Sheffield F a n » , Slawson-Decker 
company agreed to r e ognizc the union and 
to grant the wage serte a i d vacations. I t 
practically agreed X< t i c same conditions 
which the Borden F n m . P r o d u c t s Company 
accepted a week before. 
Union men have :onsidered Sheffiield 
Farms and Borden the companies mosi 
strongly opposed to the organization of cm 
ployccs. Since both have agreed to trcai 
with the union, the smaller companies will 
follow suit. The Empire State Dairy Com 
pany and the Alex Campbell Milk Company 
also accepted the union's demands. 
Under the new agreement the men will b< 
paid $25 a week and will be granted one da> 
off a month and one week's vacation a year 
T h e companies will employ only union men 
Many of the smaller companies already pai 
the scale of wages demanded by the work 
ers. With the new organization's succès 
against the s t ronger companies in mimi 
representatives of the men believe that i" 
a shor t time all milk companies in G r c a t c 
New York will be peacefully unionized. 
The organization of milk drivers form^ 
Local 584 of the Internat ional Brotherhood 
of Teamste rs , Chauffeurs. Stablemen and 
Helpers. 
T H E N E W I N T E R N A T I O N A L 
By Elbert Aidline 
Brothers, s is ters , fellow-workers, 
Tilling Freedom's fertile field, 
Under Labor 's sacred banner, 
Under freedom's scarlet shield. 
Though Mankind be plunged in slaughter. 
Though the earth be steeped in dole— 
Close your ranks and march on forward 
T o the longed-for, cherished goal. 
From the waking plains of Russia, 
T o the Land of Rising Sun, 
Many-tongucd, in many countries, 
W e , in Brotherhood, arc one. 
From America and Eutopc 
T o the walls of old Cathay, 
Hand in hand, with faith undying, 
W c forerun the Coming Day. 
And the ty ran ts ' thrones arc shaking, 
Despots t remble for .their s ins— 
And, behold the dawn is breaking, 
T h e Eternal Day begins. 
High, then, wave the flag of Labor, 
Close your ranks in Freedom's fight 
For the unity of nations, 
F o r the victory of Light ! 
i.': 
( In this department , which is a regular feature of this journal every month, 
local life and movement is being reported for the information of our members 
and readers.) 
Compiled By M. D. Danish 
B O S T O N J O I N T B O A R D O F CLOAK-
M A K E R S , L O C A L S la, 56, 73 
Brother Hyman Hurwitz, the new man-
ager of the Boston Joint Board, successor 
to Brother A. Snyder, writes as follows: 
"The Boston locals of the Joint Board 
have fully borne out the truth of the old 
saying, 'Where there is a will there is a 
way.' 
"The 9th of October marked one year 
since the International acted upon the ex-
press wish of our locals and took from us 
the right of local autonomy to elect local 
officers. Th i s decision marked a new period 
in the history of the Boston cloak locals 
Wc began to take stock of our past; to 
draw up a balance and to take a good look 
at our assets and liabilities. T h e new Ex-
ecutive Board appointed at t ha t time, took 
over from the old administration a deficit 
of $1,600 and also the strike at the M. & C 
Skirt Co., which was several weeks old at 
that time. These were the items wc in-
herited from the superseded leaders of the 
organization. T h a n k s to the tact and econ-
omy of the new officers, these liabilities 
were wiped ou t and are now a matter of 
the past. T h e International has now re-
turned to us the right to elect our own offi-
cers and has granted us again our auton-
omy. 
"A few weeks ago wc had elections which 
lasted "three days and which were conducted 
in the most democratic manner. After the 
elections wc had a general meet ing at which 
the officers were installed. The newly 
elected officers go t t o work quickly and arc 
in full charge of the situation at this time. 
"We are having pretty hard times' as far 
as work is concerned, and, after an eighteen 
weeks period of slack our season is such 
that we can hard ly distinguish it from the 
slack. Our members , however, have found 
work in South Framingham, where a lot of 
military garments are being made. The 
shops are full of our workers, c u t t e r s 
operators and presscrs. Our men, however. 
arc on the job in spite of the unfavorable-
t ime, and wc arc maintaining all the condi 
t ions in the shops which we gained during 
last season. An inspection of the shops 
brought out the fact that about 90 per cent 
of our workers arc in good standing in the 
fullest sense of the word. 
" T h e Joint Board at its last meet ing de-
cided to have a recreation evening for our 
shop chairmen, whose shops are in the best 
condition, as regards dues paying, etc. Our 
hopes for the future arc bright. The only 
question that bothers us is the scarcity of 
work." 
ST. L O U I S CLOAK O P E R A T O R S 
U N I O N , L O C A L NO. 78 
Ben Gilbert, organizer, wri tes : 
' T h e condition of Local No. "8 is very 
gratifying at present. T h e union is at last 
having an influence over the jacmbers and 
over (he trade in the city, and the income 
of the Local has materially improved. The 
meetings arc not well attended lately owing 
to the fact that there is a scarcity of opera-
tors in the city and for weeks they have 
been working overtime. Now that the 
height of the season is over, the union i« 
planning to call general and shop meeting1;. 
and we are certain that they will be well 
at tended. 
" W e have had another echo of the striki 
of Ï913 in St. Louis. T h e firm of Meyer 
Gosling, which was one of the biggest in 
the city and t h e ' m o s t s tubborn and bi t ter 
opponent of union labor—a place where the 
mention of the word 'union' meant imme-
diate discharge—went into bankruptcy the 
other day. Despite those who so bitterly 
fought the union in that memorable fight, 
the organization is still here doing business 
on the old stand, white some of our enemies 
have gone out of existence " 
* 
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NEW YORK J , ' A : H E S ' AND ALTERA-
TION, TAILORS. LOCAL 8o 
Vicc-Presiderí S Lcfkovitz reports on 
the recent victory ?s follows: 
' "I am-glad t( be able to report that the 
work which th ; I* ternational has under-
taken among tl" : A* :w York Ladies' tailors 
has proved a success. Of course, it took 
us many weary rnoi ¿h$ to accomplish it. 
"The Gcncr? '& ccutiyc Board of the 
International a; ci' ted me .in January to 
take charge of Loc*' No. 80. I started my 
work on January 22- d, 1017. When I came 
into the organi?' : 0 " I found that the offi-
cers did not wo ir harmony. The Execu-
tive members *'ie Alteration Tailors' 
Branch could n< ' aprrcc with the Executive 
members of the .|d :es* Tailors. While this 
was going on, t" -. workers in the trade did 
not interest the • cî^es in the organization. 
They were dîsap'W'hted, discouraged and 
lost all faith in •:'-« i selve 3. However, we 
succeeded in brin-jir? harmony among the 
members of the ~îx- cutive Board. I must 
pay my respects to 'lose loyal and faithful 
members of the vn:' a who, in spite of ob-
stacles, have vcrk d on the Executive 
Board until now 
"It was very vt.r< to regain the confid-
ence of the wor :ers and to convince them 
of their'ability t i brild up an organization 
again. Whenevc- T -vent out amongst the 
workers I heard r a - y and different excuses 
for their not join ig t ie organization. Some 
of them claimed it- the ladies' tailor's are 
not able and fit o îavc an organization; 
others said the x '.ho-ities would not permit 
a strike now on ccount of the war. But 
we forged ahead. Mie" as the readers of the 
Ladies' Garment " c t e r may remember, we 
reported the pre '.re: s of our work from 
month to month 
We had to pul Fort'l all our efforts to or-
ganize the ladic; ailors and alteration 
workers during t r hort period of a few 
weeks in order to s :o*e a victory. The gen-
eral strike lasted wo weeks. There was 
not a single arres . r rd we did not spend a 
cent on court fin. "/hich is quite an un-
usual tiling in a 5 >rral strike. We have 
signed up with am i? ned concessions from 
about one hundre< r ns. Among these arc 
the largest in the lad es' tailoring industry, 
such as Bergdor* Goodman, Madam 
Thurri, Stein & * laine and Milgrim 
brothers, Wc also c me to terms with de-
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partment stores—Franklin S:mon. GiddinRs 
and Gimbcl Brothers. 
"The conditions gained arc as follows: 
First, the firms agree to employ only 
members of the union. Every worker must 
have a working card signed by the repre-
sentatives of the union before he starts to 
work. 
Second, Forty-Eight (48) hours consti 
tute a week's work.
 % 
Third, the minimum scale for a first clas-
tailor shall be $30.00 per wcjk and for sec 
ond class men $26.00 per week. We also 
gained an increase of wagej for all thosr 
workers in the industry whose wages were 
above the mentioned scale. 
Fourth, Overtime shall be paid at the rate 
of time and a half. No overtime to be done 
Saturday afternoons or Sundays. 
Fifth, All work shall be divided equally 
among the workers during the dull season. 
Sixth, No employee shall be discharged 
after having been in the employ of the firm 
for a period oí one week, except for incom-
petence or misbehavior. The first week's 
work shall he considered as a trial. 
The firms agree to recognize a shop chair-
man and to permit an officer of the union 
to enter and control the shop; many other 
minor details of a union agreement have 
been granted. 
"It is interesting to note that from a mem-
bership of 157, most of them in bad stand-
ing, which we had on September 4. IQ'7, wc 
now have 1,500 members in good standing 
and a bank balance of $2,000.00. Wc paid 
up all our debts, all strike expenses, and 
all other current expenses from our own 
resources. But, above all, we have gained 
the confidence of the workers in the indus-
try and succeeded in awakening in them 
self-respect and reliance in their organiza-
tion. The spirit in this union is as bright 
to-day as it was depressed in the receñí 
past. 
"The dastardly piece of work by the ex-
pelled 'leaders' of the late Local No. 1 in 
distributing strike-breaking leaflets to the 
ladies' tailors on the eve of their general 
strike, telling them not to have any confid-
ence in the International, had just the re-
verse effect. The members are now more 
faithful and loyal to the International than 
ever before^ The organization passed a 
resolution condemning the strike-breaking 
action of the leaders of the former and now 
expelled Local No. 1. 
"In closing I want to thank all the co-
workers in this movement, who helped to 
make this strike a success: the Executive 
Board which worked faithfully and loyally; 
Brother Hilfman, the Secretary of the local; 
w 
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Brother Magna vita, the Italian organizer 
engaged by the Internat ional , and Brother 
ChasanofT, the business agent of the local. 
' N o w that the foundation of the organ-
ization is built, we hope to build on it a 
s t ructure that will accomplish all that or-
ganization can do for the workers ." 
On the 15th of October a meet ing of l.o-
cal No. 80 was held, at which the victory of 
the strike was celebrated. The speaker* 
were Jacob Panken, legal advisor of the lo-
cal; B. Vladcck, city edi tor of the Forward; 
S. Yanofsky. editor of the Frcie Arbeiter 
S t imme; S. Ninfo, Vice-President of the In-
ternational, and A. BarofT, General Secre-
tary-Treasurer of the Internat ional . 
It was a very enthusiastic meeting. The 
Executive Board presented Vice-President 
Lefkovitz with a silver loving cup for the 
good woik he had accomplished for the 
union, and thanked the Internat ional for 
their co-operation.—Editor. 
P H I L A D E L P H I A LADIES* T A I L O R S . 
L O C A L NO. 76 
Brother A. Laporta , recently the man-
ager of the Italian Cloakmakcrs ' Union, ap-
pointed by President Schlcsingcr as Italian 
Renerai organizer, wri tes from Philadelphia 
as follows: 
"As ordered by the General Office, I left 
New York and started my work in Phila-
delphia early this week. The officers of the 
Cloakmakcrs ' Union in this city introduced 
me to the officers of Local No . 76, and, 
after consult ing with them, I believe that I 
have a good view of the situation, which 
will serve as a basis for my work. 
"I have already had two meetings with 
several Jewish ladies' tailors, and I also met 
a number of I talians. At present I am pre-
paring a preliminary meeting for Saturday, 
in the Lübor Lyceum in the heart of the 
Jewish and I tal ian districts, at which Ï will 
explain t i e purpose of my mission and the 
sort of co-operation I expect from them. 
I intend to reach the Italian newspapers 
through Brother Cursi, and expect to get 
all the assistance from tha t source in con-
nection with my work. 
"The situation is not very br ight owing 
to the fact that the Philadelphia tailors have 
s tar ted an organization several t imes, and, 
not receiving the proper support , have given 
it up. However, I have good hopes and ex-
pect practical results from continuous ha rd 
work." 
T H E B O S T O N P E T T I C O A T 
W O R K E R S ' S T R I K E 
Vice-President Fannie M Cohn, writes in 
this article about the petticoat workers 
waistmakr-rs and raincoat makers of Boston, 
waist and whitrgood* workers of Worcester 
and laides' garment workers of Hartford, 
Conn., as follows: 
The difference between the working con 
ditions of the waist and dress makers who 
belong to the union, and the petticoat work-
ers in Boston, has recently begun to dawn 
upon the latter. The waist makers are 
working furly-nine hours , arr jçctting paid 
time and a half for overt ime, have union 
shops and arc decently treated, whereas the 
petticoat workers are working fifty-four 
hours ; get the same pay for overtime as 
for regular hours, and their wages, instead of 
increasing, arc becoming smaller. The 
t reatment that the employers accord to 
them is a r rogant and intolerable. Small 
wonder, therefore, that in view of these con-
ditions the question of organizing a union 
began to forge itself to the f ront 
It began in the shop of the Superior Pet-
ticoat Company. The girls elected a com-
mittee from among themselves and went 
to the firm to ask for a raise in wages. The 
employer disregarded their request, and 
sneeringly referred them to the union for 
an -increase in their wages. The worker.*, 
sjxty in number, took his advice on this 
occasion and left the shop. As they had 
heard so much about the -Waist- and Dress-
makers ' Union, they went to their office tn 
ask for a meet ing room and for aid in their 
fight. T h e VVaistmakers' Union generously 
responded to their request. 
At their first meet ing they decided to de-
mand from their employer, the recognition 
of the union. When the firm refused to 
listen to this request and promised them 
alt other concessions, the girls again and 
again decided not to re turn to work until 
their union would be recognized. The fight 
became quite bitter and a number of arres ts 
were made in front of the shop, but this did 
not in the least affect the spirit of the strik-
ers. The Massachuset ts State Board of Ar-
bitration a t tempted td call the firm and the 
representat ives of the shop to a conference. 
W e tentatively agreed to accept the propo-
sition of the Board to meet again with the 
firm and to agree on as many points as pos-
sible and to leave the others for the Board 
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to decide upon. V rime, together again, 
but our efforts cam nothing, as we could 
not agree on the : ve lion of the recogni-
tion of the union vy he firm. The strike 
lasted until Octobc- 2nd, when President 
Schlcsinger came 5 îosïon, and, after a 
conference with th ì m, settled the strike 
oh very favorable I :. i s to the- workers. 
On Friday, Octc Sc 36, the Royal and 
Peerless petticoat : i< i s ' signed an agree-
ment with the unto \ <nú as these arc the 
biggest shops of th? rade in Boston, the 
remaining shops w-'l soon fall under the 
control of the org/ -1 ;itÌon and the trade, 
will be completely -j- -anized. 
During the strike v had meetings with 
the workers of the Sif jest petticoat shops, 
and numbers of then lined the union. In 
some shops the emp r rs, in order to ward 
off the invasion of ic organization, raised 
wages, in some casi - 5 high as $7.00 per 
week, but it helped • y little. The pros-
pects for a good or ì zation in this trade 
are bright, as the c£ it e of the workers is 
unusually high amoi ? he Jews as well as 
the Americans in th -ade. 
The members and i" :crs of Local No. 49 
have accorded exce r t treatment to the 
petticoat makers in 1 strike. They were 
with them on the ph -. line, at their meet-
ings and have give ' icm every possible 
encouragement. Th : :tticoat makers de-
cided to become a b arch of Local No. 49 
instead of asking for . parate charter from 
the International. . I irst the Executive 
Board of the local c iji :tcd to this on the 
ground that the trad u distinctly different 
from their own, bn* a* Of they listened to 
the arguments of the t ' icoat workers, who 
expressed a keen desre to remain with 
Local 49, the Board decided to take them in 
as a separate branch, with the provision 
that they may become 1 'ocal for themselves 
whenever they desire. 
In speaking of Bos ' 1 I wish to say that 
not only is the. wai« : «akcrs* organization 
in good condition, hi the cloak locals of 
Boston are in cxccllen ' Hhapc to-day. They 
all agree that the Inte agonal has accomp-
lished a great deal b> having taken over 
the management of the business of the Joint 
Board last year. AH th~- mean and unre-
liable elements of tb-: organization were 
relegated to the rear, ar.d the better ele-
ments have taken thc : ' lace. Brother H. 
HurwiU it now at t ' ? lead of the Joint 
Board and is doing excellent work, assisted 
by trjc active members of the locals. There 
is every indication that Boston will become 
one of the banner cities of our International 
Union., 
The Joint .Board at present is crganizing 
a separate branch of the finishers, which will 
give the women workers of the cloak trade a 
chance to become more active in the union 
The Joint Board should also concern itself 
in getting the .women workers of the skirl 
trade more interested in the organization. 
The educational work which was put to 
the front by our last convention in Phila-
delphia, is gaining a foothold in a number 
of our locals. The conviction is growinc 
fast that a union is strong insofar as its 
members are intelligently conscious of their 
work and position in our society, and that 
our unions must be made a place for varied 
activities which would benefit our workers, 
and riot merely for purely economic gains 
and purposes. Local 49 is recognizing this 
as well ns Locals 25 and 15 have, and the 
educational work among the members is 
becoming more and more popular. The 
local is arranging for an industrial exhibi-
tion for Friday, February 28th. in the biggest 
hall in Boston. Each shop will contribute 
something of its own make,—a waist or a 
dress—these will be sold over the counter, 
and the proceeds will go toward the es-
tablishment of a Unity center in Boston. 
The union expects to realize several thou-
sand dollars through this venture. May all 
our locals follow this example. 
Hartford, Conn. 
The fever of organization is not conficd 
to one place. The workers arc beginning to 
realize that these arc favorable times for 
their movement for better conditions; there 
is a scarcity of labor everywhere, and the 
high cost of living is a good agitator. The 
Hartford workers realize this fact also. At 
a mass-meeting which took placa on Oc-
tober iótlj, at which Vice-President Pierce, 
Lefkovitz and myself were' present, -the 
workers voiced the demand that the Inter-
national organize them and assist them 40 
obtain better conditions and higher wages. 
They wanted the General Office to send 
them an Italian organizer, as the percent-
age of the Italian workers in our trade in 
Hartford is very high. The International 
has already granted their request, and gen-
eral organizer Laporta Is now In Hartford, 
• 
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rounding up the Italian workers for the 
local organization. It remains now (or the 
Hartford ladies' garment workers to show 
that tliey arc in earnest and lo build Up 
a real solid union. 
Worcester Waist and Whitcgoods Workers . 
Local 43. 
The members of Local Ko. 43, Waist & 
Whi te Goods Workers ' Union of Worces-, 
ter, Mass., have gone through a period of 
Jiard times recently. There has been slack 
tu the trade and for months the shops have 
been closed. A number of the local work-
ers left the city, and among them a number 
of our active members . I was present at 
a general member meeting in Worcester on 
October n t h , and was pleasantly surprised 
to lind a big at tendance. I informed them 
that a r rangements had been made with 
Miss Sarah Hurwitz, the president of the 
Boston Wais tmakcrs ' Union, to visit 
Worces te r once a week and to hold shop 
meetings there, and that Brother Jacobson, 
manager of Local 49, would come to sec 
them once in a while, until they will be 
able to find a person in their own midst to 
act as business agent. It depends now on 
the members of the Worcester local to get 
to work and to organize each shop, so that 
when they have to renew their agreement 
in January , 19.18, they may be sure of get-
ting substantial concessions from their em-
ployers. ' • 
Boston Raincoat Makers ' Local 7 
The war has had a bad effect on some of 
our industries and a good effect on 'others. 
The raincoat t rade has been quite busy 
during the last few months , and there is a 
scarcity of labor. Consequently the work-
ers arc receiving better pay. The raincoat 
manufacturers have secured large army or-
ders . This, however, docs not mean that 
the union is free from petty troubles. As 
Brother Coticn, the manager of Local No. 
7, explained to mc the troubles are due 
to the frequent changes in style of the army 
coats. As soon as the workers became effi-
cient in making coats of a certain design 
and agreed with the employers on a price, 
the a rmy officers in charge of this work 
got out a new design for a more comfort-
able coat, and then this, too, was replaced 
by another style g a r m e n t 
Tn general, however, Local No. 7 is in 
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Kood shape, full of life and activity. I sug 
gest that now, while the workers are busy 
the Executive Board, officers and active 
members should make an effort to establish 
a defence fund. 
W A T E R P R O O F G A R M E N T W O R K E R S . 
L O C A L NO. ao, N E W Y O R K 
Secretary Ida Maycrson wri tes . 
"It is not an uncommon thing for the 
raincoat workers of Local 20 to strike, and 
ordinary s t o p p a i s arc frequent because of 
the instability of the trade. 
"Within the last year a new market for 
waterproof goods was created—the war or-
ders. An unofficial committee made a blun-
der during the early months when these 
garments came into the shops; it fixed 
prices which were far below the prices for 
garments of the same standards as fixed in 
t he agreement with the manufacturers ' as-
sociation and the independent firms in the 
trade. But as the bargain was struck our 
workers stuck to it, sometimes grumbling 
a little, but remembering the fact that dis-
cipline works out to the advantage of all. 
"In July, the government demanded cer 
tain changes on the garments that they 
were running for over eight months, and the 
employers realizing that there would be a 
longer season than the raincoat worker* 
had ever anticipated, thought .{hat >t was a 
good opportunity not only to make the 
workers stick to their last bad bargain, but 
that they could succeed in even cutting the 
prices despite the fact, that the cost of liv-
ing had almost doubled during the last year. 
Under a pretext of division or fixing of 
profits, in order to appear patriotic, they 
accepted a price which they claimed al-
lowed them but from seven to eight per 
cent, profit. When they fixed the prices 
and signed the contracts , they apparently 
did not even for a moment stop to consider 
labor. 
" T h e workers , however, refused to work 
at the ridiculously low price offered. For 
seven weeks the controversy went on. T h e 
war department , after a forced stoppage of 
five weeks sent over a representative of the 
Depar tment of Labor from 'Washington . 
Rowland B. Mahany, to investigate the facts 
in the case, and to his untiring efforts and 
fairness is entirely due the success in obtain-
ing a fair price for the workers. It did not 
Jake Mr. Mahany very long to determine 
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*• ian repor ts : 
y :rs, Local No. 54, >s 
perhaps not as big an organization when 
compared with the waterproof garment lo-
cals of other cities, but this small local is 
always active and wages an energetic fight 
against such Chicago employers as are un-
fair to them. The local scored a notable 
victory in the strike which ended a little 
while ago. 
"As is generally known, the raincoat tradr 
is very busy just now as the Government is 
placing a lot of orders for waterproof coats 
for the army. The manufacturers in various 
cities have received big orders, among whom 
was the firm of Kling Brothers of Chicago 
The Union had an agreement with three of 
the c o n t r a c t e s for this firm, who have al 
ways worked on civil garments. When this 
firm received the military order, they agreed 
upon certain prices with the workers 
through the contracting shops, and every-
thing looked quite satisfactory. However. 
this manufacturer was informed that som* 
firms in New York and one Chicago firm. 
Roscnwald & Weil, a brother of the well-
known Mr. Julius Roscnwald, who maintains 
a big non-union clothing shop in Chicago, 
were paying lesser prices than he, so he at-
tempted to follow their example and cut 
down on the prices. But, as he had already 
made an agreement with the workers and 
could not very well break his contract, In-
at tempted to get a new contractor to fix up 
a non-union shop and get girls to work on 
the section system. He figured that if he 
could make a success of it on military work 
he could go on with this system and 
gradually get rid of the union control . He 
reckoned, however, without his host. 
He induced a certain Mr. Meyers, who is 
well known to the New York and Boston 
raincoat makers as a non-union contractor, 
to open a shop with fifty machines. This 
Meyers brought with him from New York 
a few "black sheep," whom he introduced 
as cousins, and began advertising for girls 
to work on the week system. The union 
workers quickly understood the danger in 
the situation, so they decided that if they 
were to lose their organization which they 
had built up with so much sacrifice, they 
might as well lose it fighting. They or-
dered a strike in this new shop and also in 
the three o ther shops which worked for 
the same firm, and, it must be admitted, that 
they conducted their strike in a creditable 
way. The consequences were that after a 
fight which lasted three weeks, the firm 
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had to appeal to the International, and 
['resident Schlesingcr instructed me to settle 
the controversy. After a few conferences, 
ilie strike was settled. The workers arc now 
making a fair living and earn from $30.00 to 
$35.00 per week and more. 
"Two weeks ago they renewed agreements 
with other manufacturers in Chicago and re* 
reived a IS per cent- raise, without any fight. 
They have recently taken in about too new 
members. There is z scarcity of cementers 
in Chicago, and, in .my opinion, good union 
people could easily obtain jobs here if they 
would first communicate with the officers of 
the union. The workers have on more than 
one occasion expressed their satisfaction and 
uratitudc to the International for the assist-
ance given in the winning of the strike. 
"In the last issue cf the Ladies' GarTnent 
Worker t reported about the new campaign 
of Local No. 100. I can say now that the re-
Milts are quite encouraging. We printed two 
separate circulars—in English and Yiddish 
—to tell our people what there is to be done 
at this moment. Wc arc enrolling new 
members every day as a result of this agi-
tation, and the workers and employers alike 
•ire expecting big things from us. We have 
an organization committee of fifty local 
girls who are ready to do everything to or-
ganize the trade. This organization com-
mittee is growing constantly, and, as I have 
already informed you that even though the 
strike of last season was officially declared 
off, the conditions in the shops have im-
proved a great deal. The wages and work-
ing hours arc better practically everywhere. 
The workers understand that these improve-
ments have come to them because there 
exists a union of the trade in Chicago, and-
they feel that they want a stronger union.— 
one that will control the entire trade—and 
it looks very much as if their hopes, will 
soon be realized. We have regular, well-at-
tended meetings, at which the local situation 
is thoroughly and intelligently discussed. 
"On Monday, October 14th, the 35th an-
nua.! convention of the Illinois State Fed-
eration of Labor opened at Joliet, 111. About 
900 delegates were present at this conven-
tion. I represented Loca! No. ico, and in-
troduced a resolution endorsing our present 
campaign and another regarding the brutal 
injunctions which were issued against us. 
The convention promises to' be of great in-
terest and I will repert about it in the next 
jssue." 
H O U S E DRESS W O R K E R S . LOCAL 
NO. 41 
Secretary Chatoiff reports ' 
"'Our lorai is stronger to-day than it has 
ever been before. While it is true that 
many of cur workers have left the trade 
and went to Local No. 25. and the general 
scarcity of workers at the present time has 
made it impossible íüí us to grow in num-
bers, the organization has not suffered as a 
consequence. Our local was able to accom-
plish for iti members within the last year a 
number of improvements. Wc were able. 
with the assistance of the workers, to get 
an increase for our workers of a dollar and. 
in some instances, two dollars a week in 
all the shops without any trouble, with the 
exception of one shop in which they had to 
strike a week in order to get the increase 
"In genc-al I will say that while the girls 
used to work For four or five years before 
they were able to earn $8 or $9 a week, to-
day the average wage in our trade is from 
$11 to $12 a week, and many of our girl 
workers are receiving from $14 to $17 a 
week. Tiiis achievement in a short period 
of two years, is a sign that our influence 
for good has very much increased. 
"Oar local is now preparing for the com-
ing renewal of our agreement. We are pre-
paring our demands which we will submit 
to the employers in the near future. The 
details of these demands will be given in 
the December issue of the Ladies' Garment 
Worker ." 
N E W A R K W A I S T AND W H I T E GOODS 
W O R K E R S , L O C A L I T 3 
Brother M. Bruck, manager of'the Cloak-
makers ' Union of that city, writes: 
"The campaign of the International last 
year to organize the white goods, waist and 
corset workers of Newark, did not bring 
the desired results. Still, the workers of 
these trades have bettered their conditions 
through that campaign, and it is safe* to say 
that if it were not for the activities of the 
union, they would not have received these 
giins in five years. The manufacturers, 
fearing that the organization work of the 
International would result in a strong union, 
reduced the working hours from fifty-four 
and fifty-six to fifty and forty-nine in some 
places,, and raised the wages in all the shops 
about ten and fifteen per cent. They also 
gave bonuses, Christmas parties, dances, 
lectures and other inducements in order to 
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keep the wo'l v g girls away from the union. 
"This cou i c -campaign of the manufac-
turers was t t rally a factor in'hindering 
the work of t i union, as the workers con-
sist mainly * ' oglish-spcaking and Italian 
girli, who î> et cannot sec through the 
schemes ape Î : trickery of the employers. 
Some of thci i 1 tve taken it ¡or granted that 
all these imi -1 sments were given to them 
through the / ' / a n d free will of the manu-
facturers, an' t vas a hard task to convince 
them that tl : i otive behind these conces-
sions was nc v iat it seemed to be on the 
surface. 
'As the si : i on stands now, it is clear 
.to the. girls r > have remained with the 
union that it / 1 not be practical to start 
an organizin : mpaign until next season, 
as on acconti : the scarcity of labor in the 
city the ma: r; :turers still maintain the 
conditions wl ; the union forced them to 
give the worì •; last year. As in all other 
cities where i tes' garments arc made, 
however, the • wark workers will learn 
that the only v is that arc substantial and 
solid arc thos v Itch arc wrested from the 
employers by i force of the workers' or-
ganization." 
BRIDGEPOFJ CORSET WORKERS' 
UNK I LOCAL NO. 33 
Miss Mary ' d, Secretary, writes: 
"Wc had an ; -n meeting on September 
29th, at whic * c had some very good 
speakers, mus ; nd other entertainment, 
and, while we t < not have as large an at-
tendance as v : lould have, it was very 
encouraging. C t main difficulty is to in-
duce the memi ' r to attend the meetings; 
the rest would b easy. I visit the fac-
tories each we* : there is plenty of work 
and the factors 1 ire advertising for help, 
so this is the ' - v: for us to act. 
"Wc had an r resting occurrence here 
during this m > it :. In a department, in 
one of our fact ' c which is thoroughly or-
ganized, the w > k rs received an increase 
in wages severs v cks ago. A few girls of 
the more selfish y e, who decided that they 
had received a 1ère was to be gotten 
from the unior r fused to pay any more 
dues. We gav t' :ni ample time to con-
sider this mattt - ' Jt, as they were receiv-
ing from $1600 '- > 19.00 per week and still 
refused to be j • o union people, the en-
tire department - *f sed to work with them. 
which resulted in the discharge of evcr> 
one of them by the manager. After that 
they became willing to pay their dues an<J 
in addition to pay any fine that might b< 
imposed upon them by the union, but th> 
whole department stood firm and would no! 
allow them to return to work on account 
of their disloyalty. They did not return 
as they were told by the manager tli.it 
they could not be re-employed at any time 
This shows what can be done by organiza 
tion." 
BONAZ EMBROIDERY WORKERS. 
LOCAL NO. 66. 
Manager Ossip Wolinsky writes: 
"Local 66, the Bonnaz embroiderers have 
just recently organized a new branch of the 
embroidery trade,—the art embroidery 
workers. Their work consists in drawing, 
stamping and painting art embroidery 
models on children's dresses, gowns and all 
kinds of novelties. There arc several'hun-
drcd people employed at this trade, most 
of them Italians and Jews. Their working 
hours in some shops arc as long as fifty-
four per week, and $16 a week is regarde*! 
as good wages for a competent mechanic 
One very rich firm in this trade,—the 
"Royal Society," has granted the workers 
in their shop a so-called "war bonus" of 
Si.50 a week to cover the unusually high 
cost of living, but the workers cannot make 
a living on the miserable wages they are 
receiving. 
The trade is divided into the following 
four branches: cutters, stampers, timers 
band perforators. On Saturday, October 1.1. 
wc had the first meeting with the art em-
broiderers in Schuctzen Hall, 12 St. Marks 
Place,- which was attended by 100 peopU 
who joined the union in a body, as a branch 
of Local 66. Wc regard this as a good be-
ginning, and will now strain our efforts to 
organize the entire trade. It may be inter-
esting to note tliat there are employed in 
the art embroidery shops about i.ooo 
women operators, and as not all of them 
are under our jurisdiction, wc expect to en-
list the co-operation of Local 50, the Chil-
dren's Dressmakers' Union, in this matter 
and' to transfer to them all those that prop-
erly belong to them. 
Local 66 lias increased its membership 
materially since its last general strike in 
August. We have now 750 members, all in 
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$ood standing, and a treasury of $5,000. 
The trade is slow, but our members arc 
•'aithfully sharing the work among them-
selves in the shops and arc keeping up all 
ar.ion s tandards . T h e shop chairmen arc 
husy collecting money on subscription lists 
for the Socialist campaign and numbers of 
[hem arc canvassing the citizens on behalf 
of the Socialist candidates. We have open-
rd our own campaign headquarters at 1 0 
Eidric'—c Street, and are doing our very 
tc«t to help the Socialist candidates' vic-
tory. . 
CUSTOM D R E S S M A K E R S ' U N I O N . 
L O C A L N O . ço 
Brother A. Ellner, the new manager of 
ihc local, reports as follows: 
"When I entered office last month I 
found i t o union shops controlled by this 
local, with a membership of about six hun-
dred, practically all in good standing up lo 
July 30. When the slack season began in 
August, the local, as was to be expected, 
lost control of some shops, due in part to 
the fact that a number of smaller employers 
retired from business. 
"We are at present conducting a lively 
movement in the trade for a general im-
provement of conditions. In order to re-
organize the few shops that were neglected 
since the slack period hegan. we have divid-
ed the city into three sections and arc call-
ing members ' meetings.. Shop meetings are 
i!so being held every night in order to 
familiarize the members with our new de-
mands, to discuss the increase in wages and 
10 reorganize the shops. After having can-
vassed practically all the shops, we have 
<ent out a letter s tat ing our new demands 
!a our employers. W c want an additional 
*egal holiday with pay; one hour less work 
per week and an increase in wages. The 
last demand is not uniform, but is rated in 
iccordancc with the conditions of the shop. 
"We do not expect to have a general 
ürikc in this trade in order to enforce our 
demands. There is a great shortage of help 
in the industry, and wc doubt whether the 
employers can afford a strike at the pres-
'nt time. However, wc arc making all ncc-
¡isary preparations, and in our organizing 
*ork we expect to get additional co-ópera-
îon from the Internat ional . Wc want to 
enroll the entire trade in the union and it 
•ould be a physical impossibility for me 
0 handle the entire situation alone." 
THE PRESS OF THE LABOR MOVEMENT 
The press is the most important single 
factor in the emancipation of the working 
class. How few workingmen seem to real-
ize this I 
in this country the press of the working 
class has for the most part been ignored or 
neglected by the workers themselves as if 
it were a matter of no consequence to them 
whatever. Many workingmen support capi-
talist newspapers and periodicals, even scab 
publications, while they subscribe grudging-
ly, if at all, to the publications of their own 
class. It seems strange that workingmen 
should be so blind to their own interests and 
this is one of the reasons why they continu* 
in bondage. 
This is an age of newspapers, magazines, 
and periodicals, an age of literature, and the 
capitalist class is shrewd enough to realize 
ihc necessity of owning and controlling th< 
press that moulds the public sentiment in ac-
cordance with the established order of 
things. 
Wall Street, in control of the public près? 
that teaches the whole body of our people 
every hour of the day, can spring an issue. 
however foreign to the interests of the 
working class, and popularize it in short or-
der. It can lie about a strike so flag-
grantly and persistently as to create a pop 
ular sentiment of deadly hostility against n 
body of peaceable workingmen protestine 
against starvation wages. 
In every clash between capital and labo; 
the latter sadly feels its weakness conse 
quent upon a feeble and inadequate press. 
It is the press that enlightens the masses 
and makes for despotism or democracy, for 
freedom or slavery, for peace or war, for 
weal or woe, for life or death. Then why 
not realize this and set to work, every one 
of us, to build up our own press and to 
make it s t rong enough to fight our battles 
and blaze the way to emancipation? 
Each one of us can and should help to 
build up a working Glass press and make it 
an efficient agency in our struggle to abol-
ish wage slavery. Each member of a union, 
and each sympathizer can secure an addi-
tional subscription. 
Let us make the mightiest effort we have 
yet made to build t*p the press of the labor 
movement!—(Rockford Labor News.) 
I Our Free Forum j 
T h i s : **u on is for l e t t e r s and shor t articles of members and readers on cur-
rent tradì *n labor topics. Avail yourself of this free forum and express your views 
The edite re e rves the right to publish o r withhold communications at his discretion 
and is no -et.-'onsible for opinions expressed. He advises correspondents to avoid all 
personal - iXnc ts which may be mistaken for fair criticism, and will be glad to answet 
queries. 
THE EDUCA" JON PROGRAM OF OUR 
. U N I O N 
Editor, the t a r tt' Garment W o r k e r : 
I read wi b rr ich interest Jhc plans of the 
Internation ." * ducatîonal Committee t o 
arrange co; r¡er- and lectures for us on very 
high subjei '. . The plan reads very wcl!. 
But a good - a r • things arc not clear to me 
and I shoul ! Hk to have them explained by 
the Educate 3 iftl Committee. My first qucs-
t i o n j s : Is : lis meant for all the members 
or only for Ì >m Select few? Many, for in-
stance, are i or" mg beside me in the shop 
who are nc in -Tested in anything except 
their own • rs nal affairs. They do not 
even look - a aìly paper, and the outside 
great world i a if nothing to them. How 
can we dra v si :h people into such a big 
plan of cou Í !S and classes? 
My secor 1 q: ?stion is, how is .the plan 
going t o fc : w Tked out in the smaller 
cities,—Bait Tor for instance, where I live 
and work? ""Ve haven't, as it is , enough 
active pcopl :n our locals here to take up 
the différer organization mat ters . Very 
often we cai not ;ct together a proper com-
mittee to dc the needful thing at the right 
time and a-i c ucational commit te must 
have special knowledge to ca r ry out its 
task, o r the wor'-. cannot even begin. 
My third ques ion is, how will the local 
courses be arran ;ed in the smaller locals? 
Tht* p r o g r a n ri: s that these are to con-
sist of five t iffer nt subjects. It seems to 
me that o r ' y highly-educated person 
could put tc ?ctp r the «story of the local 
in this way Q rr \kc it br ing out its lesson 
to the mem' ^rs- I am not sure that any 
member of W V cai in th is city could d o 
this in the r ~ht tnd proper way. 
My fourth sue tion is: Would the In-
ternational r m a ' ; the local courses, make 
up the histo fr itn the local records and 
teach the 1er on o the members of every 
local? It seems to me that in the smalls 
locals there isn't anyone who could ri. 
•this as well as a, representative of the in 
tcrnational. 
My fifth and last question *s. how lone 
will it be before the International will star-
its general course in the smaller cities1 
Wouldn't it be as well for the International 
to teach the two kinds of courses together1 
I have more questions to ask, as to m* 
the plan is not at all clear. I t would b 
a good tljing if the Educational C o m m i t s 
would publish in the Ladies' Garment 
Worker further explanations of how it will 
work out its very big program. TH< 
would prepare the members for coming 
events. 
Fraternally yours. 
SAM K O H N , 
Baltimore, Me! 
The editor has already referred thesi 
questions to the Educational Committer 
and our correspondent may expect a sati* 
factory explanation in the December issue 
of the Ladies' Garment Worker . 
E D U C A T I O N W O R K T H R O U G H THE 
U N I T Y H O U S E 
Editor, Ladies Garment Worker : 
I n the October number of the Interna-
tional magazine there are two difieren! 
articles on the educational program decided 
by the convention. The re is the officia! 
report of the chairman of the committee. 
Brother Elias Licbcrman. Then there ie 
an article by Miss Fannie Cohn, Vice-presi-
dent of the International, who represen'* 
the General Executive Board on the Eclu 
rat ional Committee. 
I should have hoped that Miss Colin"* 
article would explain the official program 
of Elias Licbcrman. I t s heading "Intent 
and Purpose of Our- Educational Program" 
seems to do so. But Miss Cohn docs not 
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say a word about the local courses or In-
ternational courses and what they would 
mean to the members. Instead of this Miss 
Cohn advises the "attempt to bring together 
.-•II our members socially for free discussion" 
and "self culture" and refers to the Unity 
House as a means of education. 
Docs Miss Cohn's explanation mean that 
the General Executive Board has not 
adopted Brother Lieberman's plan, and that 
nstcad of courses on all those great sub-
jects mentioned ¡n his report the educa-
tional work is to consist of social gather-
ings, free discussion and self culture, what-
tver that may mean? 
Or will this work be done through the 
L:nity House, which would be a good idea, 
if the Unity House was not all meant for 
pleasure and recreation. 
With many thanks for a few words of 
explanation, 
A. D. S C H O E N . 
Editor's answer.—The Educational Com-
mittee may soon issue or publish a full and 
dear statement of its plan of procedure. In 
the meantime it is necessary to point out 
to our correspondent something which he 
or she missed in both articles. 
Jn the official report of Brother Elias 
¡jehcrman there is this sentence: 
"The scheme as outlined here is a general 
constructive p'an which may not be carried 
out in its ent irely nt once, but which is ncc-
<-<;sary as a guide in the working out of de-
tails and in the determination of policy." 
It should be remembered that the report 
expressed the opinion of the Educational 
Comm'ttcc and was submitted to the Gen-
na i Executive Board at Boston, for ap-
proval. As to the view of the General Ex-
ecutive Board in regard to the committee's 
very comprehensive p'an Miss Cohn says: 
"At t ' 'e last qu-irterlv meeting of the 
General Executive Board in Boston, a plan 
adopted bv the ¡rvnt committee was sub-
mitted, and t'-e Board realizing that any 
i>lan of education must be gradually devel-
oped, and that no hard and fast method w :ll 
work, referred the plan back to t''C com-
mittee with full authori ty to art . The com-
rvttec eng- ,g"d Miss Juliet Stuart Povntz. 
Educational Director of t»»c Wais t Makers ' 
I'nion. Local No. 2Ç. as director of the In-
'<T«ational Educational Department. ' ' 
From thi« it will be seen t*ftt the General 
executive Board has not refected the p'an 
"> far as the local courses and International 
murs^s arc concerned, but ' 'as s'tnplv given 
'.ho plan a new turn. T h e Educa'-onal Com-
mittee in co-operation with Miss Juliet 
Stewart Povntz is now working on the dc-
tai's and perfecting the plan. 
As Î>1! ntans arc more quick'v accom-
plished if they take experience as their guide 
it seems to have occurred to the committee. 
of which Miss Cohn is an active member, 
that if social gatherings and Unity Houses 
precede the introduction of the courses the 
courses will have a better chance of success. 
Our members , and particularly the women 
members , must be drawn into this big edu-
cational: scheme gradually. This experience 
is derived from the Waist and Dressmakers ' 
Union, ¡.oral No. 25, which started with a 
Unity House two summers ago. When the 
members were got together for recreation 
and summer vacation, Local No. 25 felt 
itself on solid ground in opening its winter 
Unity center for educational purposes. In 
Public School 40, East 20th Street, N. Y.. 
courses of education on subjects such as are 
outlined in Brother Lieberman's report have 
been provided for the members now for the 
second term. 
The two articles arc not contradictory; 
they ra ther supplement each other. All be-
ginnings are hard, and beginning a great 
work like this one may as well make a good 
beginning. 
A F T E R T H E W A R — T H E S I X - H O U R 
DAY 
Editor the Ladies' Garment Worke r : 
I was much interested in the news from 
Manchester, England, published in the Oc-
tober issue of the Ladies ' Garment Worker, 
that after the war the working hours should 
be only six every day, please, if it isn't too 
much trouble, can you give me some more 
information on the matter. 
Yours in Unity, 
D. CANTOR. 
Editor 's answer.—The war and after has 
in s tore for us very many surprises. That 
a lord of Eng 'and should suggest the neces-
sity of a six-hour working day, only shows 
where the wind of social ideas is blowing. 
Lord Leverhulmc is a great soap manu-
facturer, t'>c head of the Lever Brothers 
concern. He is one of the very few em-
ployers in England who. years ago, intro-
duced ideal working conditions for the sev-
eral thousand employees in his soap factory. 
Here is what he actually said on the sub-
ject: 
"The burden of taxation in England after 
the war will be $6.500.000.000 yearly. T o 
meet t M s the whole nation will have to 
work. There will be no room for idlers. 
"Therefore, a solution of this one of our 
difficulties can be best and most readily 
found hy working our machinery for more 
hours and our men and women for fewer 
hours. W e must have a six hours ' working 
day for men and women, and by means of 
six hour shifts for men and women we 
must work our machinery 12, 18, or 24 
hours a day. 
"Our men and women working in factories 
and mines and allied occupations, including 
clerical work, have been employed during 
* • 
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such hours each day thai irom mere lack oí 
time and Op r ar t nity they can never receive 
proper cducV.ior , and are consequently un-
dcreducatcd. 
"If to there c nditions oí hours occupied 
in daily labor yr u also take into considera-
tion that our w e sers are of tm underfed, un-
ucrhousçd ?nd >vcrcrowdcd in unsanitary 
kill-joy horn s, l o w can we wonder at what 
is caned. ' lab >r v ves t? ' , 
' N o t onJy :an yc produce, when all ranks 
and all c l a s i c s y f bolh sexes arc working 
for six hours c> ch day for six dqys each 
week, all tfc : s ips, mai-hinery, factories, 
homes and gx>d we require both for home 
requirements am for exchange for raw ma-
terials throuj h e ir export markcts . 'but the 
homes can b br it in beautiful garden sub-
urbs; wc can previde adequately /or educa-
tion, menta! • nd ihysical and military train-
ing for natio i al ' dense . • 
"In additio i, ? 1 being workers, our bur-
den of taxati n- r ill—ocing then wisely laid 
on wealth pr >du';d—be borne by all with-
out impoverì hm .nt or oppression on any. 
There must c r o idle overfed and under-
worked men jr • omen, or no overworked, 
underfed me* or women. 
' 'It has bee t cr imatcd that less than half 
of our total popi" ation are actual producers 
óTwealth, bu if <*e arc as a nation to make 
good the was .ag' of this war and to main-
tain our posi icn among the nations of the 
world after v Q r ive won complete victory 
and the unco* d :t : mal surrender of our ene-
mies, then it ' i'l cquirc that all able bodied 
men and won »n, rom school age to dotage, 
of all rajiks ; nd dations, shall be workers 
tor six hour; ca h day for six days each 
week. I
 ( j 
"There w:l br no place in the whole 
British Empi: : fer the idle rich or the idle 
poor. Wc c;*nnt . consent as a nation to 
there being r.fy V afers, nor can the British 
Empire beco i c F loafor's paradise if it is 
to continue t : ex s t " 
R A N D S C ' I Q ' ï L L E A D E R F O R E -
SHAD : W £ C O - O P E R A T I O N 
Herman K ' be. secretary of the new Peo-
ple's house, »t i s l a s t 15th Street, in an in-
terview, said 
"While the est organized Socialist party 
may be r c d c ; ; d o impotence at soon as 
ordinary par! ?Tie-tary action is suspended, 
the co-operi ' .vc societies survive. For 
these societies be ng part of the industrial 
structure of ta : community, cannot be sup-
pressed unies '.he whole capitalist system is 
suppressed niyigr *vith them. 
"They are,' r fa- f, legitimate business en-
terprises car ï .d n on exactly the same 
basis as any c ' cr usines» enterprise. Their 
revolutionary - i a r cter lies in the aims and 
ideals of their members, and these are be 
yond the power of law to change. 
"In their actual structure they are capi-
talistic business houses,' obeying every law. 
engaging in the buying and selling of corn 
moditics, through the same channels, usinai 
the same systems of bookkeeping, and ts 
tablished with the same system of contro' 
:is any stock company. 
•"Even in devastated Belgium the co-ope M 
lives .ire thé only business houses that have 
survived and have strengthened their po*v 
tion. In England they have grown to a 
point where they do a busines larger than 
that of any other single corporation. Ami 
the Russian republic will owe its life to th<-
fact that its industrial organization is a! 
ready dominated by the co-operative banfcv 
and consumers ' and producers ' societies 
"Here in America the co-operative ma\ 
prove to be the bulwark of the working-clas* 
movement, and may be the only medium 
through which Socialist propaganda can br 
carried on." 
- A T O A S T F R O M T H E T R E N C H E S 
By Thomas P. D. Gray 
Here's to the end of kings and queens, 
And general staffs and submarines! 
Here's to the day when men, grown wiser 
Refuse to bow to czar or kaiscrl 
Here 's to the end of shrapnel shell! 
Here 's to the end of war and hell, 
The wrecks of men, the hate, the fears, 
The wounds, the mighty flood of tears! 
Here's to the end of exploitation, 
Poverty's grinding degradation, 
The waste of Competition dead, 
And one Grand Commonwealth instead! 
Here 's to the day that is to be, 
Wi th Man and Child and Woman free! 
Here 's to the end of all autocracy! 
Here 's to the-coming World Democracy! 
O A K L A N D W O R L D 
If 
WHY WORKING GIRLS SHOULD BE UNITED 
A Call to Our Working Girls 
By trip International Ladies' Garment 
Workers* Union 
W e Arc Against Low Wages and 
Long Hours 
You, as working women, ought to declare 
war—war against low wages and long hours. 
War against unsanitary condit ions; against 
tavoritism when work is scarce; against ill 
treatment from foremen, forewomen and 
floorwalkers; war against unemployment 
and against the terrible fear of losing one's 
job; and against the possibility of being told 
"to go" without any cause whatsoever. 
* • * 
Then, you ought to, as working women, 
declare war against bad homes and foul 
surroundings; against adulterated food and 
cheap clothes; in short, you ought to de-
clare war against all things which arc bad 
and unwholesome, and which arc a result of 
low wages and long hours. 
* • • 
If you as an individual should suddenly 
decide to protest against the evils described 
above, it will be like a cry in the wilderness. 
Your protest will accomplish nothing but 
discharge for you, and discrimination 
against those in sympathy with you. 
Your protest, therefore, must be multi-
plied by all those who work with you, be it 
in the factory, store, of office. Your pro-
testing voice will then be heard from one 
end of the city to the other. For it will no 
longer be one voice, but the voice of all 
your shop-mates and co-workers. Your 
employer will no longer be able to discharge 
you without sufficient cause or reason. If 
he docs he will then have to answer to the 
rest of the workers. 
* » » 
By acting together you will follow the 
example of those who have already realized 
the vital importance of unit ing their forces. 
In the city of New York alone there arc 
at least seventy-five thousand working-
women who arc organized into unions. 
These women used to work all kinds of 
hours. Their work-day was as long as the 
employer wanted it to bè. They had no say 
as to their wages. If they thought that they 
were not get t ing enough, they quit work— 
the only thing they could do Sanitary con-
ditions were bad. They had no say in these 
'natters until they got wise enough to under 
t taud that in order to make conditions toi* 
érable ihcy would have to act collectively. 
So they got together and organized a union 
ìn their trade, and as a result improved their 
working conditions. 
In the first place they have shortened 
their workday. Many of them work only 
eight hours a day, a s is the case of the book-
binders. Most of the organized women 
work 49 hours a week, with Saturday after-
non off all year around, while the State law 
provides 54 hours a week. These women 
when they work overtime get paid double 
for it. They also get paid for legal holidays 
and can enjoy the day at home. 
Above all, they have raised their wages, 
demanded and got the respect of their em-
ployers. Since then they are also consulted 
whenever anything occurs that is apt to af 
'feet their working conditions. These or-
ganized working women have gained many 
more things—too numerous to mention 
them all here. But. bear in mind that they 
did not get these things as I N D I V I D U A L S . 
but because they have acted together as an 
organized body. 
What does higher wages mean for the 
working women? Higher wages means a 
better home, more clothes and better 
clothes, whdlesoriic food, more amusement ; 
in short, higher wages means a chance to 
get more out of life. 
Shorter hours means more lime to rest, 
more time for recreation, more sunshine. 
more air; shorter hours means time to read 
and time to think; time to develop that 
which is best within you. Shorter hours 
means a longer life. Keep this in mind. 
AH this can be gotten through organiza-
tion only. Alone you cannot expect to ac-
complish anything. And why should you 
try to act for yourself? You arc not selfish, 
and we arc certain that you don't want to 
be. On the contrary, we think that you 
would like to sec every girl get as much 
as she possibly can for her work and that 
r 
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she should rave a shorter workday. Surely 
you will fa / >r t iat. And because we know-
that you ; r : v lling and eager to see the 
working gi •' » li e under more humane con-
ditions, tha ve rge upon you to realize this 
simple faci, tha together with the rest of 
the girls y i hi 'e the power to obtain bet-
ter conditi vts. 
Get togeM:r l Organize!. Organization is 
the hope o the working people. Begin 
now. Don't listen to the indifferent ones. 
Wake them '-'p. "nstil hope within the hope-
less ones. | ! -oase them to act at once. 
And abo- ! a'l—don't be deluded by wel-
fare work. " *on*t get into the habit of hav-
ing some- * • é c^se do things for you. l i 
will never ?:-*ne thing you want. Many-
employers w t l give you rest-rooms, libraries 
and other "c -ms of welfare work—in fact, 
everything b it l ;v!ng wages, shorter hours, 
and a chan c to. make the conditions under 
which you v >rk. Clean (ador ic i , or stores, 
chairs with t acks , clean drinking water and 
proper drc « ng rooms, protection against 
fire hazard , should not be considered as 
welfare wo k as the State law provides for 
that. W h e t rcr and whenever these condi-
tions do noi c'xist your employer violates the: 
law. YOL :a"i enforce it through organ-
ization only. 
Get togeth :r. Organize, for now Is thfc 
time, and tl-i h the hour) 
the greed, the avarice, or the cruelties oí 
mankind. .1 
There is something wrong in a1 govern-
ment where they who do the most have tïie 
least. There is something wrong when 
honesty wears a rag and rascality a robe. 
when the loving, the tender, eat a crust, 
while the infamous sit at banquets. 
The laboring people should unite and 
should protect themselves against all idlers 
You can divide mankind into classes: Tli? 
laborers and the idlers.-the supporters an<i 
the supported, the honest and the dishonest 
Every man is dishonost who lives upon the 
'unpaid labors of others, no matter if he oc 
'cupics a throne. 
We need free bodies and free minds-
free labor and free thoughts, chainlcss hands 
and fetterless brains. Free labor will givr 
us wealth. Free thought will give us truth 
There will never bt- a generation of Rrcal 
men unti) there has been a generation of 
free women—of free mothers. 
When women reason, and babies si; ir 
the laps of philosophy, che victory of rea-
son over the shadowy host of darkness will 
be complete. 
The rights of men and women should br 
equal and sacred—marriage should be a per-
fect partnership—children should be gov-
erned by kindness—every family should h? 
a republic—every fireside a democracy. 
T H E A G I T A T O R 
By Berton Braley 
They called him fool and traitor, 
As through the land he went; 
They called him agitator, 
And brand of malcontent. 
SLAVERY 
B Robert G. Ingersoll 
Slavery incudes all other crimes. I t is 
the joint p ro tec t .o f the kidnapper, the p i - , 
rate, thief, n V d e r c r and hypocrite. I t de-
grades labor r d corrupts leisure. 
With the ¡ea that labor is the basis of 
progress go "he truth that labor must be 
free. The' l ; 1 0 er must be a free man. 
I would :: e t o sec this world, at least, 
so that a f f l i could die and not fret that 
he had left ? wife and children a prey to-
From pulpit and from steeple, 
Upon the man forlorn, 
The priests and ' g o d l y " people 
Hurled wrath and bitter scorn. 
• 
They called him cheat and faker, 
And drove him from the door; 
They shouted, "Mischief maker! 
Begone, and come uo morel" 
From border nntn border 
They hounded him. lest he 
Upset established custom, 
And bring on Anarchy! 
» 
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UNITY ALWAYS WINS 
Unity is oneness, soundness, harmony, 
peace. Absence of unity means dissension, 
disease, discord, war. 
If in a class, teacher and pupil do not 
work together in unity, the teacher can-
not do her best work and the pupils cannot 
advance as they should. If there is not 
unity among the classes of a school, the 
school will not count for much in the ranks 
of education. 
Unity is the keystone of the family and 
the home. The family whose members do 
not work together in unity cannot prosper, 
and it will not be among the desirable ele-
ments of a community. The home where 
unity is not found among the dwellers 
thereon, cannot be what an ideal home 
should be—the cradle of (food citizenship. 
Unity in the parts of the hum*™ body 
means health; lack of it, disease. In the 
Rovcrnmcnt, unity brings respect for law 
and order and the rights of others, and helps 
all that goes to make up for the advance-
ment and prosperity of a nation. Lack of 
unity in the government causes crime, op-
pression, injustice, misgovernment, and 
means the decay of national life. 
All the nations that in their day ruled 
the world came to an end because of lack 
of unity in the peoples. They were beaten 
from within before the enemy attacked them 
from without. So, unity is the chief source 
of a nation's strength. Its absence is the 
greatest national weakness. 
A striking example of the truth of this 
may be taken from Russia to-day. Its ¡m-
jnense area, the almost fabulous wealth of 
its natural resources, its great population— 
all of these count as nothing, because its 
people lack unity. Little Switzerland, with 
next to nothing in the way of natural 
wealth, and a small population, is more im-
portant because its people have unity. 
Unity of purpose made the American 
Revolution possible when a mere handful of 
united people overthrew the government set 
up for them by the most powerful nation of 
that time. The bond of unity which held 
the Americans together until national inde-
pendence was won, loosened a little when 
the war was over and this threatened the 
loss of the fruits of the victory and the de-
struction of the infant nation. The adop-
tion of tri* Constitution which had for its 
chief aim the forming of a more perfect 
union, restored and strengthened the ties of 
n a t i o n a l ' u n i t y . 
If there is one cause to the luccess of 
which more than any other, unity is essen-
tial, the cause of labor is that one. Unity 
is its very life, absence of unity or discord, 
its sure failure.—its certain death. 
Whatever labor has by organization 
gained for humanity, the wonderful reforms 
it has brought about in the condition of the 
workers, the shorter working day, the larger 
pay, the betterment of the surroundings in 
which the worker labors, the increased pro-
tection for his bodily safety, health and life, 
the ever-lcsscning use of child labor—all the 
other splendid things that organized labor 
has brought to pass—have all been obtained 
by unity among the workers. 
Labor has never failed to gain its demands 
when there has been unity in the ranks. 
Unity is labor's only necessary arm of de-
fense, its irresistible, peaceable weapon. 
Labor can have whatever it wants and get 
whatever it asks, when unity of purpose and 
action backs up its desires and supports its 
demands. 
May labor learn to appreciate the vast 
power of unity, and to estimate its true 
value. When each one works for all and all 
work as one. then, and only then, will La-
bor come into its real kingdom—the sover-
eignty of the world. 
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By Abraham Reisln 
Translation from the Yiddish by A. Rosebury 
For nearly /car Harry, the tall, dark 
young man o vcnty-fivc winters, has been 
"(¡oing out" i i little, charming Ida of 
twenty sumn- s Their love compact was 
already scale Hth a small $5.00 golden 
ring prcsentci 'o Ida by Harry; and secured 
with a 49-ccr -icktie given to Harry by 
(da. As yet l e; did not entertain the idea 
of entering tl blissful stage. Neither Ida 
nor Harry l i a t r i y parents bi this country 
to rush them Cito marriage. Furthermore, 
they both hclt that '.'sweethearts" is a much 
nicer appelât!1 » than "husband and wife." 
Of course, the verd "husband" did not have 
so repugnant sound, but as to the word 
"'wife"—both .roiled from the very men-
tion of it. 
''An ugly w 'd.'' ida pouted bewichingly. 
"A coarse • v/," Harry agreed. 
They found , cry pleasant to meet sev-
eral times a | ' : tk at certain prearranged 
places—below n elevated train station or 
on the cornei >f a quiet street. Ida was 
never p-unctua. She was always ten min-
utes late, in -cition to the ten minutes 
which Harry MS accustomed to regard as 
inevitable. A '«neh times Harry betrayed 
considerable i >;tience. "It ¡s not right" 
to be so unput ual, "I am going to tell her 
about it," he .eight . But when he per-
ceived her in lV: distance a kindly smile 
Ht up his í e as he started out to 
meet her, and *-?'en she asked, "Have you 
been waiting ïrg, Harry?" he answered 
good-humored *: "It doesn't matter, Ida; 
it's pleasant." 
Harry lencv fi r" certain that after their 
marriage this . e t suspense would come to 
an end. The ri b would wait for him in a 
small bed-sit f room apartment and 
everyone visi f them would guess the 
truth and smil < owingly. . . . Isn't it bet-
ter, he though c steal into her small room, 
where there i a small, narrow bed, spot-
lessly white, a c dare not even sit down 
on its edge, t his loving Ida reassur-
ingly insists t t he must sit on the bed, 
because the < y chair the "missis" has 
placed in her 1 .tor —alas, it was worse than 
useless. 
Or—his stealthy coming out of the little 
room in Ida's company and Ida's checks 
flaming red from his hot kisses, and tin-
cold water she applies to them that people 
should not notice, but without avail, and 
she pretends to be mad with him: 
"Harry, my cheeks burn like fire," while 
Harry assures her that it is only her imag-
ination, and jokingly remarks that every 
criminal iecls his guilt. 
Ida bursts out into her usual ringing 
laughter, and while descending the stairs 
Harry once more demonstrates his love 
with a fresh impetus, and kisses her again 
Ida feigns real anger and admonishes him: 
"Harry, you are not at all careful; people 
might see us. . . . " and suddenly explodes 
into a fit of such loud laughter as to make 
Harry summon all his powers of restraint 
not ' to kiss her again. But they are already 
ncaring the street and content themselves 
with strong embraces and close nestling to 
each other. 
Both know that all this will vanish after 
the wedding ceremony has been performed, 
and the happy pair will not think of mar-
riage. 
Even from a practical consideration mar-
riage surely* does not pay, Harry thinks. 
He earns $15.00 a week and lives like a 
sport. He has three suits of clothes. One 
was made to order and cost $25.00; another 
be bought for $15.00 and yet another is a 
$10.00 working suit. As to neckwear—be-
sides the tie that Ida gave him, he has six 
others, quite new, and three more that just 
require pressing. Then he has the red tic 
which he wears on the First of May and 
occasionally at strike demonstrations. . . . 
To say nothing of other trifles. So, for 
instance, he has some six dozen collars 
Whenever the stores show a new style col-
lar Harry buys a couple, or three; and even 
as to shirt waists, which arc considerably 
dearer,—he has two woven with silk, and 
a genuine silk one bought at a sale. . . . 
Shoes he has two pairs, black for winter, 
tan for summer and "Oxfords" for sunny 
summer days when he goes to Coney Island. 
Being single. $15.00 is quite a sum of 
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money.*) One can afford even things for 
the mind. Thus he buys two papers every 
day—a radical paper dealing with matters 
in which he is concerned as a working man, 
and a national paper which discusses the in-
terests of his parents in the old country. 
On Sunday he buys, in addition, a s cent 
paper, from which he clips the pretty photo-
graphs and gives them to Ida. 
In a word, Harry as a singlcman lives 
free and easy. He has all that a sport of 
his class requires, and enough to spare for 
the purpose of "going out"' with Ida several 
times a week when he spends a good few 
cents to have a good time. 
His greatest pleasure is when he sits with 
Ida in a restaurant and orders of the best, 
going as far as strawberries with cream in 
the summer and a bakçd apple "with cream 
in the winter. Upon receiving the two 
checks from the waiter he figures the sums 
together carefully, tips the waiter like a 
sport , lets Ida go in advance, and stops at 
the cashier 's desk, as if to say: "You may 
go Ida ; I'll pay. 
Having paid the bill Harry feels proud 
of the fact, as if he had just performed a 
deed of much significance. 
Out in the street Ida becomes inquisitive 
and enquires. 
"Have you paid much, Har ry?" 
Harry brushes the query aside with :i 
wave of his hand: 
"Oh, just a trifle." 
But this answer bclrayes the proud voice 
of the man who pays for the woman. . . . 
And Ida puts her little hand into his out-
stretched a rm arttl they trot off somewhere 
to a moving picture house. 
Again he stops at the cashier's window, 
paying for her admission as well as" for his. 
This process of treating her makes him 
proud and manly . . . even though he docs 
it with an easy-going manner and a certain 
grace. . . . 
Ida took all these treats as quite natural. 
Of course, the man pays for the lady. But 
sometimes she would remark: 
"You know, Harry, I often wish I could 
pay for you,'1 and then she would laugh 
and add : "Yes, I want to give you a treat." 
At this Har ry would feel seriously of-
fended and assume an expression as if his 
mdst sacred rights were being invaded. 
•) The itory wit written long before the pre*eot 
ri»e in the ©oit of living,—Editor. 
"Don't talk foolish stuff. Ida. Out of youi 
S/.oo a week you will treat mei" 
' W e l l . . . of course" . . . Ida would 
s tammer confusedly, "not now. I mean 
later, when I'll s tart working at dresses, and 
will cam $15.00 a week'." 
"You, $1500 a week!'' and Harry looked 
at lier almost scornfully. 
"Sure enough . . . You don't believe 
that a girl can earn $15.00 a week?" 
" \ c s , " Harry murmured dissatisfied. 
"Maybe there are such . . . but you don't 
hardly need it." 
And whenever Ida referred to her pros-
pective $15.00 wage Har ry listened, dubi-
ously shook his head, smiled, and, as if 
jealous of Ida aspiring to a man's wages, 
he admonished her saying: 
"Get this foolish stuff out of your head." 
" I t isn't foolish stuff," Ida said laughing 
It will be the cleverest thing." 
And looking straight into Harry 's eyes 
she said tcasingly: "Then, 111 pay the 
checks at the window. Won't it be grand." 
At this Harry felt really angry, and 
clinched the argument with a forced smile 
Well, we'll see. . . . 
At last Ida's expected day arrived. A 
iriend of hers, after much effort, took her 
into the dress shop where she was em-
ployed and initiated her into the art of 
operating at dresses and now she was earn-
ing the long wished for sum of $15.00 
For the first two weeks she kept the fact 
secret from Harry because, not having com-
pleted the required number of garments she 
did not earn the full sum. But on the third 
week, having become full-fledged she found 
on the following Monday $15.00 in her pay 
envelope. That Monday evening she was 
to meet Harry, and she was not late. Harry 
was surprised. 
"You have come on time, Ida." 
"Yes, I have good news, Harry, and was 
in a hu r ry / ' 
"Good news!" Harry wondered. "What 
can it be?" 
"Come let us have something to eat, first, 
I am so hungry." She took his arm and 
led him in the direction of a familiar res-
taurant . 
On the way she stopped, looked Harry 
in the eyes-and said rougishly: 
"Harry , to-day I 'blow."* 
Har ry with inner consternation and imfl-
ing faintly: 
'< 
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"Don't be fooli , Ida!" 
"Harry , I me. t seriously," Ida said 
with determinati ,' To-night I pay for 
supper,'' and she v «hed good humorcdly. 
Harry was on < point o( making a re-
mark, when Ida ' o í in and with beaming 
face began chatti >leasantly; "And after 
supper I'll take v to the theater, a real 
theater, you kne . not a moving picture 
place. We' l l set ^ serious drama. . 
You know wher On Broadway. . . . 
First balcony, at enti a ticket. I'll pay." 
Again she sto e , and brimming over 
with joy and h r ncss she opened her 
pocketbook and j \ îcçd the pay envelope. 
"Here/count it : ;c/5aid, handing Harry 
the envelope. ' 
Harry took th- r vclope with quivering 
6ngcrs, opened it n-î saw inside a ten dol-
lar bill and a fiv< 3c liar bill. . . . 
"Fifteen dolla- " hç exclaimed awe-
struck, \ 
"Yes, I am air <•:*>• working in the place 
I told you, at dr ¿ ^cs,'' she announced tri-
umphantly. ~r' 
Harry felt ang (ft without any reasonable 
cause and said: 
"You are a foolis girl." 
"You arc a fojfc Yourself," Ida mocked 
good-humorcdly, . uf all the same I'll give 
you a treat to*n^*ñt . . . " 
Harry followed I :r as if paralyzed by the 
shock of a great ni; fortune. Ida was in 
high spirits and te . , while he could not 
find the right w ' i 'ft fit into her jovial 
mood. Finally h ventured sheepishly: 
"Do you knowj^tat , Ida? in that case 
we can get marr *- . . . " 
"Is that so?" ':'\- laughingly queried. 
Now you want t( 'C married, do you! A 
rich bride you wa laybc! Wait a while, 
Let me save up a m hundred dollars . . . 
and then I'll thînl' ':• matter over and first 
see if it'll pay me'» ." and watching him 
to see the impn u i of her words she 
burst out in loud l:.u :hter. 
Harry laughed 5. but his laughter was 
not spontaneous. n his heart he felt sad 
and miserable. 
They entered tht e aurant. 
Ida merrily call Y ie waiter. 
"It is not prop'/-' Harry whispered in 
her ear." A lady i* - not call the waiter; 
a man does that. A 
% 
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"It doesn't matter," Ida brushed aside 
the point. To-night I will play your role. 
I have always envied you. I so wanted to 
be in your place. Well, Harry, what will 
you take? Something good. I'll pay!" 
Harry thought that she was just playful, 
but he answered earnestly: 
"I won't take much. I don't feel hungry." 
"Take whatever you wish," she generous-
ly urged. 
After supper she quickly seized the two 
checks handed by the waiter and vigorously 
pressed them in her fist. 
"Hand over those checks, Ida," Harry 
commanded, though smiling. 
"Oh, no," Ida said with great determina 
lion, proudly striding to the caàhier's desk, 
and in the same gay mood she handed the 
two checks with a five dollar bill to the 
cashier, a tall slender brunette with spleri-
didly curled hair. The latter looked at 
her, then at Harry, smiling faintly. 
"For two!" She pointed at Harry, and, 
taking the change, she walked out proudly 
with Harry close upon her heels. . . . 
Outside, Harry disconcerted, could not 
find expression. After a pause he said 
abruptly: 
"Ida, you acted strangely; you have 
simply insulted me." 
"Why?" Ida laughed. 
"Why, by paying for me." 
"Then why have you insulted me so many 
times?" Ida demanded and became serious. 
"I have insulted youl When?" Harry 
wondered, staring at her. 
"Each time you paid for me. Do you 
think it is so pleasant! Always you must 
pay! Why can't I do it sometimes? Do 
you grudge me the pleasure? Oh, you little 
egoist!" she said triumphantly relaxing into 
her laughing mood. "You don't want us, 
girls to have equal rights with you. . . ." 
Harry's words failed him. He smiled 
and grew serious in turrìs, but he felt that 
this equality was new and revolutionary and, 
like every innovation, it frightened him. 
And he pressed Ida to his breast tighter 
than ever, as if anxious not to lose her. s . . 
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113. 
W o r k e r s 
Union 
New Haven Corset W o r k e r s . . . 
New York Wrapper and Kimono Maker* 
Cleveland Cloak and Suit Ou te r s " Union 
Worcester Whi te Good* and Waist 
Chicago, III.. Cloakmakers . 
Syracuse . X. Y„ Dressmaker*. .. . . 
Pet t icoat W o r k e r s ' U n i o n . . 
Denver. C o l o . Ladies ' Tai lors 
Italian Cloak. Suit and Skirt Makers ' 
Boston Wais tmakers 
New York Children 's Dressmaker -
Monireal. Canada, Custom Ladies" Tail* 
Los Angeles Ladies ' Ca rmen! Worker -
Philadelphia. Pa.. O o a k C n t t c r v 
Chicago Raincoat Makers 
Springfield Corse! W o r k e r s . . 
Boston Cloakmakers 
Cleveland Waist and Dressmaker^ 
Mew York Waist Buttonhole Makers 
Montreal , Canada. Cloak and Skir t Pre 
N'ew York Whi te Goods Workers 
Cincinnati Cloakmakers 
N'ew York Buttonhole M a k e r s . . 
St . Louis Skirt , Waist ífe Dressmaker- ' Union 
New York Monna? Fmbro idc rc r s 
Toledo Cloakmakers 
Har t fo rd [-adíes' Garment W o r k e r s ' Union 
Philadelphia Cloak Finishers 
T o r o n t o Sk i r t and Dressmaker s . . . 
Chicago Ladies ' Ta i lors 
Bal t imore Dress and Whi te Goods W o r k e r s . 
Boston Amalgamated Cut te r s \ 
Vincland Cloakmakers ' Union 
Worces ter . Mass., C loakmakers . 
Philadelphia Ladies ' Ta i lo r s 
Wate rbury L a d i e s ' G a r m e n t W o r k e r s 
St. Louis Cloak Opera to r s 
O F F I C E ADDRESS 
12 Parmelee Ave.. New Haven, Conn 
. .22 W. 17th St.. New York City 
314 Super io r A v e . Cleveland. Ohio 
I2fi Green Si . Worces ter . Mass 
lftló W. Division St.. Chicago. Ill 
!>13 Almond St.. Syracuse. N. Y 
22 W 17th St.. New York City 
i l l Champe S t . Denver, Colo 
231 F lltli Si . New York O n 
Til Washington S t . Boston, Mass 
L'i W 17th S t . New York City 
. 3P7 City Hai l A v e . Montreal. Canada 
21fl S Broadway. Los \ n g e l e s . Cal 
244 S. 8th S t . Philadelphia. Pa 
40!» S Halslead S t . Chicago. T|l 
<HW/i \ ta i i i St.. Springfield. Mass 
.241 T r e m o n l S t . Boston. Mas* 
311 Super ior A v e . Cleveland. Ohio 
so p. 10th St.. New York City 
37 Prince \ r i h u r F , Montreal. Canada 
,35 Second St.. New York City 
5th St and t ' en t ra i Ave.. Cincinnati . Oh io 
. 5 7 W 2 Ut St . New York City 
Fra te rna l Building, St 1/mis Mo 
103 F 11th St., New York O t v 
120 W. Bancroft St.. Toledo. Ohio 
.00 Canton S t . Ha r t fo rd . Conn 
. . . 214 S. 8th S t . Philadelphia. Pa 
.104 S p a d i n a A v e , T o r o n t o . Canada 
Ladies ' Tai lors . Alterat ion and Special O r d e r Union 725 Lexington Ave. . X 
Chicago Cloak and Suit Cu t t e r s . 009 X. H ornan Ave.. Chic: 
N . Y. Cloak Examiner s . Square rs & Bushelers ' Union 228 Second A v e . N ^ 
2726 Crystal St.. Chicago, TU 
1023 E. Bal t imore St.. Baltimore. Md 
. .R Lover ing St.. Boston. Mass 
11. Miller . 001 t a n d i s Avenue 
25 Columbia St.. Worces ter . Mass 
1737 S. 9th St.. Philadelphia. Pa. 
5-1 Bur ton S t . Waterbury , Conn 




Toron to . Canada. Cut ters 
To ledo Ladies ' Garment Cul lers ' U n i o n . . . 
Cincinnati Ski r imakers 
St. J o h n Ladies ' G a r m e n t Wo'rkcrs ' Union 
Custom Dressmakers ' Union 
T o r o n t o . Canada, Cloak Pressers 
Cincinnati Skir t Pressers ' U n i o n . . 
Pi t tsburgh Ladies ' Ta i lors 
251 Augusta Ave.. T o r o n t o . Canada 
425 P a r k e r A v e . Toledo. Ohio 
,5th St . and Centra l Ave., Cincinnati . Oh io 
' . . . ; . ' , St . John. X. B.. Canada 
F o r w a r d ii 'ldg.. 175 F. B'way. X Y. City 
251 Augusta Ave.. Toron to . Canada 
,5th St . and Cen t ra l Ave.. Cincinnati . Ohio 
132 Worces t e r St.. P i t t sburgh. Pa. 
Chicago Wais t , Dress and Whi te Goods W o r k e r s . . 157!) Milwaukee Ave.. Chicago. Ill 
Bal t imore Ladies ' Ta i lo r s 
Montrea l . Canada. Raincoat Makers 
St. Louis Ladies ' Ta i lo r s 
Ladies ' Neckwear Cut te r s 
Bal t imore Ladies ' Garment Cut te r s ' Union . 
Cleveland Raincoat Makers 
Montrea l . Canada, I. dies' Waist Maker s . . . 
Newark Waist and W h i t e Goods W o r k e r s . 
1023 F . Bal t imore St., Baltimore. Md 
1103 C la rk St.. Montreal , Canadn 
Fra ternal Bldg. , I l t h and Frankl in Ave-
fi E. 17th S t . N e w York City 
. . . 1 0 2 3 ]-.. Bal t imore St.. Balt imore. Md 
314 Super io r Ave.. Cleveland. Ohio 
147 Colonial Ave.. Montreal. Canada 
103 Montgomery St.. Newark . N. J 
Her> Are Three Good Reasons 
' i 
Whxt it '. ')out duty as a member of your local union to become a 
regular ; scriber to the 
LADIES' G A R M E N T WORKER 
1. : eçause you «vili read in its pages from time to time a re-
port of • / • /own local. Urge your secretary to send it in monthly. 
2. f ou will read in its pages of the doings of other locals of 
our Inte ? ional, and so you will be fully informed of what is going 
on in aH ù ~ : locals. . 
3. i ou will read in its pages the reports of the general officers 
and org; ì ers and other interesting matter. 
Yo ' an subscribe by sending 25 cents in postage stamps for 
six monts • or 50 cents for one year. Ask your local secretary to 
do it for #. o i. 
Sen< ¿n this form when properly filled out: 
. » 
"5* 
INTER•"'7TIONAL LADIES' GARMENT WORKERS' UNION 
¿ 31 Union Square, New York 
I her \ enclose cents postage stamps for 
month si? cription to the Ladies' Garment Worker. 
Í '1 Name 
C
: Address 
h* "Citv State 
Local No * 
-/•= m 
